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INDIGENOUS LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We acknowledge that Western University is located on the traditional lands of the Anishinaabek,
Haudenosaunee, Lúnaapéewak and Attawandaron peoples, on lands connected with the London
Township and Sombra Treaties of 1796 and the Dish with One Spoon Covenant Wampum. This land
continues to be home to diverse Indigenous peoples (e.g., First Nations, Métis and Inuit) whom we
recognize as contemporary stewards of the land and vital contributors of our society.
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: LEADERS' MESSAGE

Amidst a pandemic that brought the globe to a
standstill, tornadoes and other severe weather
events did not take a break, and neither did we.
The Northern Tornadoes Project adapted.
With Zoom meetings, socially-distant ground
surveys, virtual conferences and collaborations, we
kept going, committed to the founding partnership
between Western University and ImpactWX that
launched the most comprehensive tornado analysis
ever undertaken in Canada.
Since March 2020, our storm damage survey teams
conducted 31 ground surveys in southern Ontario
and southern Manitoba to investigate the aftermath
of severe weather events. We also spoke to
witnesses, conducted drone surveys, studied satellite
imagery and interpreted aircraft aerial mapping to
classify, rate and document tornadoes.
For example, the August 7th Scarth, MB tornado
- which we investigated in collaboration with
Environment and Climate Change Canada - injured
one person and took the lives of two others. The
event was a sobering reminder of the destructive
nature of tornadoes, and drives one of our key
missions - to reduce harm to people and property.
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We entered into a new partnership with University
of Manitoba. Dr. John Hanesiak and his team are
contributing to ground and drone surveys in western
Canada (including the August 7th Scarth, MB
tornado) as well as other related research.
Another new NTP partner, York University social
science expert Dr. Jennifer Spinney, is documenting
the human cost of tornadoes and highlighting stories
of loss and resiliency following the Angus, ON (2014)
and Dunrobin, ON (2018) tornadoes.
We also joined hands with The Weather Network.
The new partnership allows NTP access to tornado
information gathered by TWN field reporters and
provides a means to get NTP’s message out to
the public nationally. In particular, Mark Robinson
and Kyle Brittain have helped us immensely with
information gathering from their field reports.
We remain committed to our vision of being an
authoritative source for tornado documentation and
research in Canada.
To that end, we acquired cutting-edge drone
technology that allows us to obtain high-quality,
highly accurate damage survey data and images. We
now have an advanced drone licence that allows us
to fly drones longer distances without keeping the
1

drone in sight. It was fortuitous that roughly half of
the country’s tornadoes occurred in southern Ontario
in 2020, which allowed Northern Tornadoes Project
to conduct ground and drone surveys for many events
while observing COVID-19 protocols. Aside from
drones, the public-facing Dashboard and Open Data
Site have become more useful and user friendly.
We are currently investigating artificial intelligence
approaches that will potentially, for example, speed
up satellite searches for wind damage significantly.
The Project purchased a large format smart-panel to
perform detailed analysis of high-resolution aircraft
and drone imagery. We are also contributing to the
new EF-scale standard that will be used to rate wind
damage in the future.
A Northern Tornadoes Project overview paper was
published in the high-impact journal Bulletin of
the American Meteorological Society. It describes
Project results up to 2019 - the year that the Project
first began detecting, assessing and documenting
tornadoes right across Canada.
Our use of Planet Labs gives us access to highresolution satellite imagery, down to 50 cm
resolution. These allow us to identify new damage
paths and reveal old ones. We are using imagery to
search Canada for previously unknown tornadoes.
Over 140 preliminary tornadoes have been found so
far, dating back to 1987.
Information on tornadoes across Canada is freely
available to the public and researchers through our
Open Data Site. It is a publicly accessible online
database of NTP-investigated tornadoes with detailed
satellite, aircraft, drone and ground surveys and
analysis. Together with our research, it is a step
towards fulfilling our vision that Canadians are better
informed about tornadoes and are able to better
protect their homes and communities.

A Tornado’ web page and to NTP social media
accounts.
We recently partnered with Tree Canada to offset
our greenhouse gas emissions. Northern Tornadoes
Project is 100% carbon neutral as of November 1,
2020. It is indeed a good fit for us since so many
trees are lost to severe weather events in Canada
every year.
We also increased our online presence. Our Social
Media Report will tell you how we are leveraging
Twitter and Facebook to communicate our impact
to national and international audiences and engage
with our dedicated weather enthusiasts on social
media.
To that end, most importantly, we remain communitydriven. This year has been filled with multiple
media appearances from Radio Canada’s Science
Show Découverte to the US-based Weather Geeks
podcast to numerous interviews for Canadian
television, radio, and newspapers. We also held a
virtual classroom for 10- to 14-year olds through
Exploring By The Seat Of Your Pants, an online live
classroom platform. All of this fulfills our goals of
raising education and awareness of severe weather
events in Canada and empowering the public by
strengthening knowledge and understanding of
historic, recent and future tornado activity.
Thank you for your continued support and
encouragement.
Stay safe, stay healthy.
Greg Kopp and Dave Sills

The Project encourages people to submit reports
of tornado sightings across Canada to our ‘Report
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT:
IMPACT AT A GLANCE
Entered into working partnerships with University of Manitoba,
York University and The Weather Network.
Acquired cutting-edge drone technology, allowing us to
obtain high-quality, highly accurate damage survey data and
images.
Obtained an advanced drone licence, allowing us to fly
drones longer distances without keeping the drone in sight.
Conducted 409 NTP investigations, 292 Planet satellite
surveys, 31 ground surveys, 24 drone surveys and 4
aircraft surveys.
Verified the occurrence of 77 tornadoes across Canada in
2020. NTP investigations increased the verified tornado
count by 166%.
Created a more useful, user-friendly Dashboard and Open
Data Site.
Published an NTP overview article in the high-impact journal
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society.
Began documenting the human cost of tornadoes and
highlighting stories of loss and resiliency following the Angus,
ON (2014) and Dunrobin, ON (2018) tornadoes.
Became 100% carbon-neutral through a partnership with Tree
Canada.
Increased Twitter and Facebook follows and user engagement
throughout the year, including the tornado off-season.
Held successful, well-attended live-casts and online classroom
sessions with researchers, journalists, citizen scientists and
schoolchildren.
Covered by 59 media outlets including CBC, Canadian Geographic,
TV and radio.

NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: ABOUT US
The Northern Tornadoes Project (NTP),
founded in 2017 as a partnership
between Western University and
ImpactWX, aims to better detect tornado
occurrence throughout Canada, improve
severe and extreme weather prediction,
mitigate against harm to people
and property, and investigate future
implications due to climate change.
Western University also partners with
Pelmorex’s The Weather Network, University of Manitoba and York University, and closely collaborates with
Environment and Climate Change Canada and several international universities on this Project.

VISION

VALUES

• That Canadians are better informed about
tornadoes and are able to better protect their
homes and communities.

• Community driven: NTP is a community
endeavour. It will take the efforts of the full
severe weather community of scientists,
emergency managers, media outlets, and storm
enthusiasts to ensure the Project’s success
across Canada. All of our research is open access
and freely available to the public and other
researchers.

• That NTP is an authoritative source on tornado
documentation and research in Canada.

MISSION
• To better detect and document tornado
occurrences throughout Canada.
• To improve communication of tornado science
and risk to Canadians.
• To reduce harm to people and property.
• To better understand tornado climatology in
Canada to identify trends due to climate change.
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• Education & Awareness: NTP is developing new
methods and tools to increase our knowledge of
tornadoes and push the boundaries of tornado
research. It utilizes satellites, surveillance planes,
drones and on-ground observations to capture
and analyze tornado events and their damage.
NTP is the most comprehensive tornado investigation ever undertaken in Canada and seeks to
have a national and international impact.
• Public empowerment: NTP is committed to
saving lives, mitigating loss, and strengthening
knowledge and understanding of historic, recent
and future tornado activity.
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: OUR TEAM

Greg Kopp
ImpactWX Chair in Severe Storms Engineering

David Sills
Executive Director

Dr. Greg Kopp is the ImpactWX Chair in Severe
Storms Engineering, lead researcher in the Northern
Tornadoes Project, and a professor in Western
University’s Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering.

Dr. David Sills is Executive Director of the Northern
Tornadoes Project.

He received a BSc in Mechanical Engineering
from the University of Manitoba in 1989, a MEng
from McMaster University in 1991 and a PhD in
Mechanical Engineering from the University of
Toronto in 1995. His expertise and research relate to
mitigating damage to structures during extreme wind
storms such as tornadoes and hurricanes.
He works actively to implement research findings
into practice, currently serving as Chair of the ASCE
49 Standards Committee on Wind Tunnel Testing For
Buildings and other Structures, and as a member of
various other Building Code committees. A former
Canada Research Chair in Wind Engineering, he is
also the lead researcher for the Three Little Pigs
Project at The Insurance Research Lab for Better
Homes.
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He received a BSc in Atmospheric Science and
Certificate in Meteorology from York University in
1993, as well as a PhD in Atmospheric Science
from York University in 1998. He worked for more
than 20 years as a severe weather scientist with
Environment Canada, conducting research on
Canadian tornadoes, severe weather nowcasting and
mesoscale meteorology. He was awarded the CMOS
Rube Hornstein Medal in Operational Meteorology
and the Geoff Howell Citation of Excellence for
Innovation.
Dr. Sills serves as Associate Editor for the journals
Atmosphere-Ocean and Monthly Weather Review. He
is also a member of the ASCE Wind Speed Estimation
in Tornadoes Committee charged with updating
the EF-scale, and is on the WMO’s Nowcasting and
Mesoscale Research Working Group.
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Aaron Jaffe, Research Engineer

Connell Miller, Research Engineer

Aaron Jaffe’s Master’s thesis on tornadoes was a
series of high pressure situations--but think data, not
deadlines.

Dr. Connell Miller’s PhD thesis was all about
protecting your home from the elements.

During a tornado, flying debris often shatters
windows and breaks doors. Wind rushes in, and
internal pressures push the roof and walls outwards.
Outside, external pressures from the tornado pull
the roof up and apart. Using model houses, wind
tunnels, and computer simulations, Aaron’s (BESc
[Distinction] ‘17, Civil and Structural Engineering,
Western University, MSc ‘20, Civil and Structural
Engineering, Western University) research predicts
internal pressures of houses when they are in the
midst of tornadoes.
His study, one of the most comprehensive in his
field so far, is helping engineers and home-builders
construct stronger, more resilient houses. “We can’t
stop tornadoes, but we can better predict their
impacts, and design stronger houses to protect
against them,” he says.
As a Northern Tornadoes Project full-time research
engineer and member of the Severe Storm Survey
Team, Aaron conducts engineering analyses of
damaged and undamaged houses, analyzes aerial
surveys of severe weather events, and summarizes
the Team’s damage reports.
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The most common and popular types of cladding
(like vinyl siding, and roof pavers) have air gaps for
drainage and installation purposes. During wind
storms, claddings often fail, even though they are
designed to withstand that wind.
Connell (BESc [Distinction] ‘14, Structural
Engineering, Western University, PhD ‘20, Structural
Engineering, Western University) used full-scale
experiments to better understand how wind interacts
with air gaps in common types of residential
cladding. His research is helping create more
accurate building codes for them. “Cladding wind
loads in current building and manufacturing codes
are either inaccurate or absent,” he says. “That is
why it is common to see failures of cladding where
there shouldn’t be.”
Connell is also a Northern Tornadoes Project fulltime research engineer and member of the Severe
Storm Survey Team. Apart from conducting damage
surveys, he is also responsible for developing and
conducting drone surveys. These map tornado paths
at very high resolution, and allow better examination
of damaged vegetation and man-made structures.
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Lesley Elliott, Research Meteorologist

Joanne Kunkel, Research Meteorologist

During warm summer months, Lesley Elliott (BSc
[Hons] ‘04, Atmospheric Science, University of
Alberta, MSc ‘06, Earth and Atmospheric Science,
University of Alberta) is exploring nearby parks and
trails with her young family, hitting up a local farmer’s
market, and also, tracking tornadoes with her
keyboard and mouse.

Joanne Kunkel (BSc [Hons] ‘12, Atmospheric Science
and Certificate in Meteorology, York University, MSc
‘16, Atmospheric Science, York University) roams
Canada, almost 500 kilometres high with her
keyboard and mouse. The country sprawls across
her computer screen, from The Prairies to Southern
Ontario to New Brunswick.

As the Project’s full-time research meteorologist,
Lesley is routinely checking radar imagery (and
sometimes satellite imagery and lightning maps),
and tornado-related hashtags on social media. She
creates most of the Northern Tornadoes Project’s
tornado outlooks (daily during the peak season
from June to August, and only as needed during the
remaining months). The outlooks describe the risk of
tornado formation (chance, likely or outbreak) based
on meteorological observations and various weather
model output and are intended to prepare the Severe
Storm Survey Team for possible action over the next
several days.

The Northern Tornadoes Project’s satellite analysis
lead studies daily satellite images, scanning for
telltale signs left in the wake of tornadoes and other
severe weather events - fallen trees, razed tracks,
damaged crops, for example. She is also examining
Canada, section by section, looking for historical
tornadoes, and uses her meteorological skills to
contribute to the daily tornado outlooks. Before
heading out to field, the Project’s Severe Storm
Survey Team relies on Joanne’s vital work and eye for
detail to plan out survey routes and mark places of
interest. Joanne’s analysis will help researchers and
meteorologists better understand tornado events.

Lesley also creates event maps for the Team. The
maps contain social media reports, radar-based
storm tracks, ground survey observations, and
sometimes, eyewitness accounts from locals. They
also contain damage tracks observed with satellite
imagery and flight plans for future high-resolution
aerial imagery surveys.

Joanne has started a part-time PhD under Dr. John
Hanesiak at University of Manitoba. She will examine
atmospheric boundary layer variations across
cropped and forested regions in Alberta’s foothills,
and investigate the utility of satellite products for the
purpose of tornado damage path identification over
croplands.
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Sarah Stevenson, Doctoral Student

Emilio Hong, Doctoral Student

Sarah Stevenson (BSc [Hons] ‘15, Civil Engineering,
University of Manitoba, MESc ‘17, Wind Engineering,
Western University) is tearing apart houses for her
PhD. With the click of a mouse, and some computer
code, she buffets them with high winds, rams them
through thunderstorms, swirls them around in
tornadoes.

“Human impact in the wake of tornadoes and other
severe weather events has always affected me,”
says Emilio Hong (BESc ‘15, Civil and Environmental
Engineering, Western University). “That’s why we do
what we do - to prevent this from happening again.”

By studying how severe wind events weaken
the 'bones and joints' of a house - connections
between ground to floor, floor to wall, wall to roof
(and everything in between), for example - Sarah’s
research is helping develop stronger, more resilient
houses.
Currently, Canada’s building codes rarely take severe
wind effects into account. With climate change
potentially affecting severe weather patterns in the
coming decades, Sarah’s research will play a critical
role in newer, improved building codes.
She is also a member of the Northern Tornadoes
Project’s Severe Storm Survey Team, where
she investigates the devastating after-effects of
tornadoes on people’s homes. The field studies, in
addition to site inspections of new houses under
construction, often find their way into her computer
models, making her findings more realistic and
practical than anything being currently studied.
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The PhD scholar and Northern Tornadoes Project
part-time research engineer is also a member of the
Severe Storm Survey Team. Following severe weather
events, Emilio helps to analyze images obtained
from drone and aerial surveillance that are used to
determine the extent of tree damage and classify
events into tornadoes, or downbursts, for example.
The catch - it currently needs to be done by eye. His
solution - automate the procedure using computer
modelling and artificial intelligence (AI) to drastically
cut down analysis times. The AI program will also be
able to scan drone or aerial photos of severe weather
damage (tornado tracks, for example) in forests, and
decide the type and severity of the event. The work
will improve our knowledge on current risks and
estimated effects of tornadoes.
Emilio is also working to change how we evaluate
tree damage after severe weather events in order
to make the current system more accurate and
standardize tree damage evaluation.
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Ibrahim Ibrahim, Doctoral Student

David Wang, Post Doctoral Fellow

Ibrahim Ibrahim (BSc ‘12, Civil and Environmental
Engineering, Alexandria University, MSc ‘17, Civil and
Environmental Engineering, Western University) is
building maps out of numbers.

Chun-Chih (David) Wang (BSc ‘12, Meteorology, Penn
State University, MSc ‘14, Atmospheric and Oceanic
Sciences, McGill University, PhD ‘19, Atmospheric
and Oceanic Sciences, McGill University) has
abundant experience with conducting and analyzing
numerical weather simulations.

For his PhD, the former civil engineer is combining
and analyzing decades of meteorological data from
multiple sources such as radars, satellites, and
wind observations. His hope - build a database for
a map of North America that estimates downburst
frequency anywhere in the continent, and their
intensities.
Currently, no such map exists. Critically, the
comprehensive dataset will help civil engineers
understand how downbursts affect buildings. “We
have very good records for ‘everyday’ winds, but
there is little data for downbursts,” he says.
As part of the Northern Tornadoes Project’s Severe
Storm Survey Team, Ibrahim will be tracking - you
guessed it - downbursts.

For his PhD work, he focused on understanding the
dynamics of several types of mesoscale thermally
driven circulations such mountain-plain winds and
sea/lake breezes as well as the moist convection
they initiate using field campaign observations
(including surface station data, weather radar scans,
satellite imageries, balloon soundings, etc.) and
numerical modeling.
As a new postdoctoral fellow with Dr. John Hanesiak
at University of Manitoba, he will perform highresolution numerical simulations of past significant
Canadian tornado events, including those surveyed
by NTP, and analyze the results alongside available
weather observations to characterize the large-scale
and mesoscale environments of these events.
The findings will lead to an improved understanding
of Canadian tornado climatology and mechanisms,
with the potential to enhance tornado forecasting
accuracy in Canada.
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Liz Sutherland
Geographic Information Specialist

Aniruddho Chokroborty-Hoque
Communications Specialist

Geographic Information Science (GIS) is an incredible
data collection tool that helps elevate what engineers
do,” says Liz Sutherland (BSc [Hons] ‘16, Geographic
Information Science, Western University). As the GIS
Technical Specialist for Northern Tornadoes Project
(and Western Libraries Map and Data Centre), she
helps correctly storing, cataloging, and maintaining
massive amounts of information and data from the
Project’s aerial, drone, satellite, and ground surveys.

Aniruddho Chokroborty-Hoque (MSc ‘10, Microbial
Ecology, Western University, PhD ‘17, Genetics and
Neuroscience, Western University) is a research
communicator who has happily migrated from a
fifteen-year stint conducting research to a lifetime of
writing its stories.

Liz’s customized Survey123 app lets team members
leverage the power of GIS in the field to identify
locations, capture images, and enter descriptive
data into an electronic form. “Within hours, I can
turn those data into maps and application through
GIS shortly after it is uploaded,” she says. “The team
can see all field data and important statistics, such
as the number of damaged trees or maximum wind
speed assessments right away.”

He is using multiple communication initiatives (e.g.
commissioned op-eds, interviews, social media
content, podcasts, video shorts) to communicate the
‘so what, who cares?’ of NTP research to its various
audiences - researchers, policy-makers, weather
enthusiasts, and the general public.
Aniruddho works with the NTP team to strategize and
deploy storytelling strategies to raise the Project’s
visibility on national and international platforms. “I
would like to help establish NTP as the authoritative
source of open-access data and research on extreme
weather events,” he says.

Her work has saved the team valuable time by
moving away from tackling individual data points
to combining it under one platform and analyzing it
immediately.
Another of Liz’s contributions - the Project’s Open
Data Site - is a pioneering example of a universitydriven open data platform being utilized by severe
weather researchers.
Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: OUR PARTNERS
Founding Partner:

Project Partner:

ImpactWX

The Weather Network

NTP was founded in 2017
through a partnership
between the Toronto-based
social impact fund ImpactWX
and Western University.
ImpactWX's mission is
"to enable organizations who, through scientific
understanding and public awareness, work to
improve people's response and safety during severe
weather events." This includes the integration of
research and practice - for meteorology, engineering
and human behavioral science in the NTP context.
The partnership has allowed scientific exploration
that would otherwise not have been possible.

NTP's partnership with
Canada's The Weather
Network (TWN) gives
the Project access to TWN's vast collection of severe
weather content as well as national reach for NTP's
messaging. TWN field reporters also cover a lot
of ground across Canada while observing severe
convective storms and their effects. In several cases
in 2020, TWN field reports provided essential event
information that led to more accurate classification
and rating. The partnership also makes every TWN
audience member a potential citizen scientist in the
quest to document every Canadian tornado.

Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report
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Project Partner:

Project Partner:

John Hanesiak, University of Manitoba

Jennifer Spinney, York University

Dr. John Hanesiak’s collaboration with Northern
Tornadoes Project provides critical research and
meteorological expertise for western Canada. He is a
professor in University of Manitoba’s Department of
Environment and Geography.

Dr. Jennifer Spinney’s collaboration with Northern
Tornadoes Project provides essential social science
research and anthropological expertise. She is an
Assistant Professor with York University’s Disaster
and Emergency Management Program and focuses
her research on social interaction, risk and policy in
the context of severe weather hazards and disasters.

Dr. Hanesiak received a BSc in Physics and
Mathematics from University of Winnipeg in 1990,
a Certificate of Meteorology from York University
in 1991, a MSc in Atmospheric Science from York
University in 1994, and a PhD in Geography from
University of Manitoba in 2001.
Prior to joining University of Manitoba in 2001, he
was an operational meteorologist with Environment
and Climate Change Canada.
Currently, he researches convection processes,
severe/extreme weather and climate, storms, and
surface-atmosphere interactions. He uses field
measurements and numerical modelling to better
understand the processes and interactions within
these areas.

By drawing on qualitative research methods in her
investigations, Spinney seeks to understand how
people make meaning, assess and communicate
risk, respond to uncertainty, and engage in protective
action decision-making during tornadoes, floods and
hurricanes.
Dr. Spinney received an MA in Sociocultural
Anthropology from Western University in 2010 and
a PhD in Sociocultural Anthropology from Western
University in 2019. Prior to joining York University
in 2020, she was a post-doctoral scholar at the
Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental
Sciences at the University of Colorado - Boulder.
Currently, Spinney is heading a sub-project for
NTP that is centred on advancing the group’s
understanding of residents’ social experiences
during, and recovery following, the Angus, ON (2014)
and Dunrobin, ON (2018) tornadoes.

Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: THANK YOU
The ImpactWX Team
Western University
Dean of Engineering: Ken Coley
Donor Relations: Terra Ahrens, Dana James
Communications: Jeff Renaud, Natalie Ebel,
Joel Eckel
Administration: Karen MacDonald, Vanessa
Chamorro Gutierrez, Michael Gaylard, Stephanie
Davy, Goretti Fordyce, Paul Sheller
Procurement: Scott Roth
Technical Services Clayton Cook
Computer Help Desk: Lyle McLean, Andrew
Donkersgoed
Library: Bobby Glushko
Bookstore: Tegan Pfaff
NTP Interns: Connor Durfy, Tony Xu, Tony Chen
University of Manitoba
NTP Interns: Jordon Charlette, Lee Gorowski
Environment and Climate Change Canada
Joanne St-Coeur, Didier Davignon, Edwina Lopes,
Mel Lemmon, Sandrine Edouard, Ahmed Mahidjiba,
Claude Masse, Alexandre Parent, Simon Legault,
Marie-Eve Giguère, Peter Kimbell, Gerald Cheng,
Geoff Coulson, Dave Robins, Crawford Luke, Arnold
Ashton, Christine Curtis, Neil Taylor, Natalie Hasell,
Blaine Lowry, Dave Carlsen, Rose Carlsen, Andrew
Giles, Alysa Pederson, Doug Lundquist, Armel
Castellan, Daniel Michelson, Rob Reed, Peter
Rodriguez

Instant Weather
Adam Skinner
Planet Laboratories
Chris Humphries, Travis Davies
KBM Resources
Shawn Mizon
CartoCanada
Felix Weber, Coleton Madge
Tree Canada
Laura McLean, Amber Brant
Others
Paul Joe, Jerry Shields, Bill Boletis, Patricia Martel,
NAV CANADA, Heather Kepran
Weather Enthusiasts at Large
This project is a community endeavour. We would
like to thank all of you who contributed information
on tornado events. Some individuals even provided
drone imagery, pictures of damaged sites, and injury
summaries. In particular, Mike Chambers, Justin
Morrison, Aidan Stevens, Michael Ulch and Darren
Smith made substantial contributions in 2020.

The Weather Network
Mark Robinson, Kyle Brittain, Marta Czurylowicz,
Chris Scott, Dayna Vettese, Katie Jones
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: OPERATIONS
OUTLOOKS
During the 2020 NTP campaign, Day 2 tornado
outlooks were produced daily from June 1st to
August 31st, and as needed in the shoulder months.
Day 2 outlooks (i.e., for the following day) identified
potential for any type of thunderstorm development
nationwide, and within those areas, potential for
supercell or QLCS tornado development if the
forecaster identified risk. Text included a summarized
anticipated storm environment if a tornado risk
was identified (e.g., Figure 1). If tornado risk above
‘chance’ was identified, a regional map was also
produced showing only tornado risk for that area,
with an expanded summary discussing expected
parent-storm type and key environmental parameters
(e.g., Figure 2).

Figure 1. Day 2 Tornado Outlook - June 8th - nationwide
thunderstorm and tornado risk.

Updates to tornado risk levels and areas were
issued for Day 1 by mid-morning when warranted. If
a forecast was particularly challenging and/or the
tornado risk was upgraded above ‘chance’, some
discussion and collaboration typically occurred within
the forecast team to refine risk areas and levels with
the highest confidence possible.
Upon completion, a Day 2 tornado outlook was
shared with the NTP team via email. The email also
included a Severe Storm Survey Team alert level,
which indicated, which indicated the chance of
deployment to the field within an identified risk area
(low, moderate or high). During the 2020 NTP, these
alert levels pertained only to ground survey potential
within a reasonable driving distance from London,
ON and Winnipeg, MB, due to COVID-19 policies,
which limited excursions of survey teams to day trips
only.
Starting on June 11th, NTP tornado outlooks were
published as an experimental product on University
of Manitoba’s Department of Environment and
Geography ‘Weather Central’ web page.
Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report

Figure 2. Day 2 Tornado Outlook - June 8th - regional map and
discussion of ‘likely’ tornado risk area identified.

The NTP Twitter account posted an NTP tornado
outlook that identified a ‘likely’ tornado risk three
times during the 2020 storm season: June 7th, June
8th and August 12th.
On both June 7th and August 12th, a supercell
tornado risk was identified by the forecaster as a
discrete convective mode was anticipated.
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However on both days, a linear convective mode
dominated and no tornado events were reported or
discovered by the NTP.
On June 8th, several discrete supercells did develop
where the risk was identified (see Figure 1), and one
of these long-track supercells produced the Brooks
Lake EF2 tornado.

CROWDSOURCING
The principal sources of witness and damage reports
collected for NTP investigations are public posts on
Twitter and Facebook. Social media users – ranging
from individuals to public and private organizations
– can quickly share information online through posts
and/or comments (typically accompanied with a
photo or video) during or after an event.
Initial Twitter searches focus on posts with relevant
hashtags (e.g., #onstorm for storm-related posts in
Ontario, #ottweather for an Ottawa weather-related
post). Additionally, searches are also completed
for specific location tags (at times guided by review
of storm location as seen by radar) and keyword
combinations (e.g., ‘Calgary’ AND ‘funnel cloud’).
Introduced in 2019, usage of NTP hashtags (e.g.,
#bcNTP, #ykNTP, etc.) increased in 2020, primarily
used in reposts by active weather enthusiasts
working to ensure NTP was aware of a relevant
damage or witness report. Public social media
accounts (i.e., ECCC Ontario, The Weather Network)
also added NTP-related hashtags for relevant posts
for several events.
A key source of information on Facebook is the
Instant Weather regional community pages created
for all areas Canada. Some of these pages,
particularly the Ontario and Prairie province pages,
are very active during a severe weather event with
witness accounts and/or reports of local damage
incurred. Several other public Facebook community
pages operated by storm chasers in active regions
are also accessed regularly.
NTP team members have also joined several private
Facebook groups discussing active severe weather in
specific regions of Canada (e.g., the “Alberta Storm
Chasers” group).
If the authenticity of a report is in doubt, comparing
images/video to street view in Google Maps and/
or Google Images allows for quick verification of
the validity of the report. In some instances, and

Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report
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especially when the NTP team is likely to complete
a ground survey, contact is made with the account
holder to request further information about
eyewitness reports, additional details about location,
timing and damaged incurred and/or copies of highresolution images/video for analysis and archiving.
The research meteorologist saves relevant social
media posts on the various platforms by taking
screen captures and recording the link to the post.
Additionally, posts on Twitter can be ‘liked’ and
Facebook posts can be saved to a collection, allowing
for quick recall on those platforms.
Additional sources of reports include information
passed via email to NTP by contacts within ECCC,
who receive many direct reports from the public and
from trained spotters.
Witnesses are also encouraged to submit reports
to NTP in two different ways. On Twitter, a tweet
can be directed to @westernuNTP. The NTP website
also has a ‘Report a Tornado’ page (https://uwo.
ca/ntp/report.html). During 2020, 24 reports
were submitted to the NTP website and provided
supplemental data for 16 events already under
investigation and 3 new events (two unclassified wind
damage reports and one vortex-funnel cloud aloft
witness report).This is an increase from 11 reports
submitted via the NTP website in 2019.
Information gleaned from witnesses and damage
reports collected by the NTP team are plotted on a
map shared on Google Drive with all team members.
A Google My Maps event map is created for each day
with relevant reports (divided up into western and
eastern regions). Data points are added to the maps
for each area where damage is reported or a witness
reported a tornado or potential tornado event.
A complete record includes a brief description of the
report, an approximate time of event, the location
(as specific as possible), a link information source,
photo(s) of the post and additional media shared,
and notes of other relevant information added by the
Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report

research meteorologist. Upon review of witness and/
or damage reports, the NTP team will determine if
a ground survey is warranted to further investigate
an event. The survey team(s) deployed to the field
reference the maps to identify the general target
areas of interest for ground and drone surveys, as
well as planning routes to specific damage locations.
The public contributed to NTP event investigations
by collecting damage details gathered during
independent ground surveys in 2020. These
individuals collected photos, summarized damage
details, and in most cases shared detailed maps
using Google My Maps or Google Earth. Drone
imagery of damage areas was also collected for a few
events by private citizens and shared with the NTP.
The information provided was essential in a number
of instances with preliminary event assessments
and ratings. This proved to be particularly helpful in
areas of southwestern Ontario following the severe
weather outbreak days of June 10th and July 19th,
as it was necessary for the NTP ground survey teams
to prioritize locations where significant damage
occurred.
Three volunteers were able to document weak
damage associated with five separate wind damage
events (3 tornadoes, 2 downbursts) that likely
would have been quickly cleaned up by property
owners prior to NTP survey teams visiting the
area. Individuals also provided important damage
information for the Kinmount, ON tornado on
August 2nd and the Fort St. John, BC tornado on
August 12th, as well as a number of Great Lakes
waterspouts.
The NTP team has identified the need to develop
guidelines ahead of the 2021 season for volunteers
wishing to support the project in this manner.
The tweets on the following page are a few examples
where crowdsourcing provided important information.
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Photo from Craig Hilts of a tornado
near Glenbain, SK on July 4th.
(https://twitter.com/CraigHilts71/
status/1279544203563773952)

Travis Farncombe’s drone imagery
shows tree damage caused by the
Kinmount, ON EF2 tornado on August
2nd. (https://twitter.com/tjfarncombe/
status/1290609632487124992)

Kyle Brittian’s pictures show structural
damage from the Nanton, AB EF1 tornado
on July 12th. (https://twitter.com/KyleTWN/
status/1282884123732742144)

Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report
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GROUND SURVEYS
Ground surveying continues to be a key collection
method despite some of the difficulties encountered
during the 2020 season. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic and related university protocols, ground
surveys were limited to day trips, allowing coverage
of only southern Ontario and southern Manitoba.
However, there were still improvements made to
ground surveying techniques and methods during
this season.
Since the previous season, Survey123 (an ArcGIS
product) has been the standard data collection
method for the team during ground surveys. The
app keeps track of such information as EF-scale
damage indicator, degree of damage, and estimated
wind speed. The general approach for these ground
surveys is to take photos through the application,
fill out listed details in the survey form and name
the event accordingly. From this information, the
data are stored online where they can be searched
using any of these inputs, or viewed remotely in real
time. Figures 3 through 6 show examples of damage
photos taken via the app.
NTP has continued to be improve this application
with more details added as researchers request
them. An example of this is increasing the number
of data fields for trees, where directionality has
now been added to the survey forms. This addition
has improved mapping of tree damage for ground
surveys and gives researchers additional information
when analyzing tree damage. Due to the current
circumstances, the satellite and aerial information
helped with determining the necessity of the ground
survey, with social media and satellite imagery
providing key location information.
Due to the pandemic, most of the ground surveys
conducted this year involved only teams of two, with
each driver in a separate vehicle. Masks and physical
distancing were also used. Interactions with the
public were limited with surveyors instructed to avoid
talking to residents where possible. Physical team
Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report

Figure 3. Ground survey photo from the Belmont, ON EF1
tornado on June 10th. Photo depicts partial collapse of walls on
a barn (SBO: DOD6).

Figure 4. Ground survey photo from the Thedford, ON EF1
tornado on July 19th. Photo depicts partial collapse of walls and
roof on a barn (SBO: DOD6).

Figure 5. Ground survey photo from the Beachville, ON EF1
tornado on July 19th. Photo depicts loss of roof covering on
awning (FR12: DOD2).
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DRONE SURVEYS
For research-quality imagery with high resolution (on
the order of centimetres), aerial photography is often
used. However, aerial photography from traditional
aircraft can take weeks to obtain, which leads to
delays in determining classification and rating, and
may not capture the full scope of damage due to the
area being cleaned up over that time.
In instances where quick aerial imagery is
necessary, NTP uses remotely piloted aircraft
systems (commonly known as drones). They
are controlled from the ground either by remote
control or autonomously with pre-programmed
flight paths. By flying drones over damaged areas
using pre-programmed grids, high-quality data
such as orthomosaic maps, point clouds, digital
terrain models, and digital surface models can be
generated.
Figure 6. Ground survey photo from the Lucan, ON EF1 tornado
on July 19th. Photo depicts the collapse of an anchored grain bin
(C-FSGB: DOD3).

interactions on surveys were kept to a minimum.
Despite these issues, the teams were successful in
gathering data for 31 ground surveys this season. A
total of 21 drone surveys were also completed by the
ground survey teams.
The addition of the University of Manitoba ground
survey team was important for increasing coverage,
though limited in 2020 to southern Manitoba. There
was also fewer storms in Alberta, Saskatchewan
and Quebec. These regions have required numerous
surveys in previous years. With the current situation,
surveys could not be conducted in these provinces.
Public enthusiasm for the project has also aided
in data collection with independent parties doing
their own ground surveys and sending data to NTP.
Some data sets are less comprehensive than what
NTP would have collected using the damage survey
application, but they still add to the database.
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Orthomosaic maps are made up of a series of
individual photos which have been merged to form
one composite image that has been adjusted for
topographic relief, lens distortion, and camera tilt.
These corrected composite images allow for the
same accuracy as satellite or aircraft imagery, but
with higher resolution and a faster deployment time.
In 2019, drones were used to test whether
orthomosaic mapping was feasible as a data
output for NTP. In 2020, our goal with the drones
was to use them to improve both the quality and
quantity of our orthomosaic mapping. To this end,
we increased our drone fleet by adding NTP’s first
fixed-wing drone (Figure 7). Fixed-wing drones are
able to cover a much larger area in a shorter amount
of time because it takes less battery power to keep
them in the air and they travel at a much faster
speed. In addition, this drone comes equipped with
the capability to gather post-processed kinematic
(PPK) GPS location. Normal GPS accuracy provided
by satellites has an accuracy of about 1 m. However,
the PPK corrects the accuracy of the GPS location
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to about 1 cm. Finally, this drone has a swiveling
camera to take both nadir (straight-down) and
oblique (angled) photographs on a single flight path.
This drone has allowed us to improve the quality of
our orthomosaics, as well as to begin testing other
data outputs such as point clouds, digital terrain
models, and digital surface models (see Figures 8
through 12).
For the 2021 tornado season, the goal is to continue
building on our remote sensing drone program, and
to focus on improving the quantity of drone mapping,
and the speed of processing the data. To do this, NTP
will continue to research new drone technology as
well as new computer programs to be able to reach
higher levels of output.

Figure 7. Research engineer Dr. Connell Miller, setting up the new
fixed wing drone (senseFly eBee X) for orthomosaic mapping.

Figure 8. Drone photo from
the EF1 Belmont, ON tornado
on June 10th depicting
tornado-caused ground scour,
as well as the partial collapse
of a barn.

Figure 9. Drone photo from
the EF1 Beachville, ON
tornado on July 19th depicting
low-level vegetation damage,
clearly showing the path of
the tornado.
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Figure 10. Drone photo
from the EF1 Eden Mills, ON
tornado on July 19th depicting
tree damage.

Figure 11. Point cloud (threedimensional representation)
from the EF1 Eden Mills, ON
tornado on July 19th. Created
from orthomosaic mapping
from the senseFly eBee X.

Figure 12. Orthomosaic aerial map created from 1070 photos taken by the senseFly eBee X over the Eden Mills, ON area.
Intermittent treefall from the EF1 tornado on July 19th is easily observed when zoomed in. The colourful fall foliage makes it clear
that these images were obtained well after the tornadic event.

Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report
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SATELLITE SURVEYS
The Northern Tornadoes Project uses high-resolution
(3-5 m) satellite imagery (via Planet.com) to identify
potentially tornadic damage paths, as well as
damage associated with downbursts and hail swaths.
Over forested regions, tree fall is generally
straightforward to detect as it creates noticeable
scars. When possible, ground surveys, drone
mapping, and aircraft flights are also conducted for
these forested areas to collect higher-resolution data.
However, over agricultural and treeless northern
landscapes, tornado tracks are not as easily detected
via satellite imagery. Strong attention to detail is
required while searching these landscapes, but even
then, any damage may not be captured by satellite.
Therefore, it is often necessary to conduct ground
surveys, drone mapping and aircraft flights where
possible.
Planet's Surface Reflectance (SR) Product is being
researched as a potential means for identifying
tornado tracks over these more challenging
landscapes. The Surface Reflectance Product is
often used in the agricultural industry for real-time
monitoring of crop health. For NTP's purposes, these
day-to-day changes in the reflectance of crops and/

Figure 13. Satellite imagery for the June 8th Brooks Lake, ON
EF2 tornado, captured before the event on June 4th.
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or grasses may help us better determine whether
a tornado occurred over agriculture or treeless
landscapes, especially when there are no additional
sources of information to verify if an event indeed
occurred.
Satellite analysis begins after supercell and QLCS
storm tracks have been identified using radar,
lightning and weather satellite data as well as
crowdsourcing (weather office reports, posts from
storm chasers and the public on Twitter and/or
Facebook, for example). The storm tracks are created
in Google My Maps, and uploaded into Planet
Explorer where the hunt for damage begins.
Planet is the world’s largest collector and distributor
of Earth-imaging satellite data. It operates the largest
fleet (130+) of Earth imaging Doves (3 m resolution)
that line scan the Earth, as well as 21 SkySats
(0.5 m resolution) and 5 RapidEye (5 m resolution)
satellites. Doves orbit the poles every 90 minutes,
capturing Earth’s entire landmass every day. It is a
critical tool for NTP analysis.
Using Planet's “Compare” tool, satellite images taken
before and after the date of interest, most often at
3 m resolution, are seen side-by-side for comparison
(Figures 13/14 and 15/16). This tool makes satellite

Figure 14. Satellite imagery for the June 8th Brooks Lake, ON
EF2 tornado, captured after the event on July 2nd.
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Figure 15. Satellite imagery for the July 13th Stout Lake, ON
EF2 tornado, captured before the event on June 24th.

Figure 16. Satellite imagery for the July 13th Stout Lake, ON
EF2 tornado, captured after the event on July 21st.

analysis much more efficient, as we can quickly see
if there have been any noticeable changes to the
landscape after the storm.

Lake, ON, tornado on June 10th, the Kinmount, ON,
tornado on August 2nd, and the Kasabonika, ON,
downburst on June 17th.

However, satellite analysis is not a quick task, as
some search regions can be as large as 50,000
square kilometres. Additionally, cloud cover and
smoke from wildfires can make the latest available
imagery unsuitable for our needs and several days,
sometimes weeks, can pass before clear imagery
becomes available.

NTP requests the use of SkySat in order to attain
higher-resolution imagery of damage tracks and
treefall. Although the imagery collected was useful
to more accurately detect the locations of treefall,
the resolution was not high enough to see treefall
direction and patterns, which is of interest to NTP
for research. Therefore, the collection of aircraft and
drone aerial imagery continues to be important for
analysis.

However, we can get lucky and cloud-free satellite
imagery becomes available one or two days after
an event. When we have survey teams on site
conducting ground and drone surveys, having clear
imagery available shortly after the event has been
used to inform and direct the team to unreported
locations of damage.
Planet's SkySat is a constellation of high-resolution
Earth imaging satellites with near infrared and video
capabilities. The resolution of SkySat increased from
80 cm to 50 cm in June 2020 due to orbit lowering.
It is used on a per-request basis and can visit any
place on Earth. In 2020, NTP used Planet's SkySat
satellites for four damage investigations: the Brooks
Lake, ON, tornado on June 8th (Figure 17), the Mary
Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report

Satellite analysis can not only be used to detect
recent storm tracks, it can also be used to search
for tornadoes that occurred years, even decades
ago. While conducting analysis, sometimes we come
across older tornado tracks.
Once a tornado track is spotted in satellite imagery,
it is cross-referenced with an extensive tornado
database to determine whether it is a known tornado
on record or a previously unknown event. If it is
determined to be an unknown event, the track is
dated, rated and documented.
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NTP is also conducting a systematic, gridded satellite
search of Canada’s forested regions to document
previously unreported tornadoes. Planet's Monthly
Mosaics can be used to help date tornado tracks that
occurred from 2016 onwards. Once an event month
is determined, Planet's Daily Imagery is used to
pinpoint a date range.
If the tornado occurred prior to 2016, Google Earth's
historical imagery is used to pinpoint a year and then
Planet's Daily Imagery is once again used to narrow
down a date. Using archived US SPC Mesoanalysis
products (available from 2005) and historical radar
(available from 2007) accessible through ECCC, we
can determine a date and time the tornado likely
occurred.
However, if the tornado occurred prior to 2009,
Google Earth is currently our only source to date a
historical track year and determining which storm
the tornado belonged to and pinpointing a date is a
difficult task. When satellite analysis is our only tool

to rate tornadoes, we typically rule out EF0 events as
this weaker damage is not usually captured by 3 m
resolution Dove satellites.
In past years, if a track was evident but the damage
was intermittent, the tornado was typically rated EF1.
A tornado was typically rated EF2 if a continuous
track was clearly visible, with large areas of trees
uprooted and snapped. In 2020, we began to be
more precise, using the 'forest box method' for rating
(discussed later). In most cases, we cannot rate
tornadoes above EF2 using tree damage indicators
alone since most of Canada’s forests exist atop the
Canadian Shield where soil depth is quite shallow.
Satellite analysis is an essential tool for improving
the tornado database and is critical to advancing our
understanding of the climatology of these events.
In the future, the Northern Tornadoes Project hopes
to automate the detection of damage paths seen in
high-resolution satellite imagery. However, this is an
area of current research and development.

Figure 17. High-resolution SkySat satellite imagery of Brooks Lake, ON captured well after the event on September 16th. Trees
unharmed by the tornado appear on the far left and bottom right sides of the image. Brown areas indicate a high degree of tree loss.
Rated EF2.
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AIRCRAFT SURVEYS
The main goals of obtaining aircraft aerial imagery
are to increase the quality of survey data and the
subsequent analysis, and create a collection of
imagery from significant tornado events for research
purposes. This imagery, most often obtained in
forested areas, captures aspects of the event that
cannot be obtained from the ground. It also has
much higher resolution (typically 5 cm) than what is
available via satellite imagery (typically 3-5 m, but 50
cm via SkySats). An example is shown in Figure 18.
A crewed aircraft can collect a series of highresolution photographs (enough to capture even
most EF0 damage) of a given area. The photographs
can then be stitched together (i.e., processed) to
make a high-resolution geo-referenced aerial map.

NTP typically conducts aircraft surveys for more
significant tornadic events, especially those that
include severe tree damage. Unlike satellite analysis,
aerial surveys are only conducted for confirmed
tornado tracks with precisely known locations.
Due to the nature of aircraft aerial imaging (flight
planning, scheduling during fair weather, flying,
processing, etc.), it often takes a significant period
of time before the resulting data are provided to
NTP for analysis. This means that preliminary event
classifications and ratings must be made prior to
the completion of the aircraft survey. However, in
the 2020 season, the delay between an event and
obtaining processed imagery decreased to about one
month.

Figure 18. (a, top) A close-up of aerial imagery for the Brooks Lake event showing nearly 100% of trees down over a large area and
(b, bottom) a further close-up of the same imagery with individual trees and counter-clockwise treefall directions visible.
Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report
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After the aerial imaging company, KBM Resources,
delivers processed aerial data to NTP, it typically
takes about a day - depending on the size of the
event - to identify all the damage.
Currently, this is done manually by combing through
the imagery and outlining likely and potential
tornadic damage. This process could become
automated to a certain degree in the future. The
vast majority of identified damage is snapped and/
or uprooted trees, as the structural damage is often
cleaned up by the time the aerial survey is flown and
in some cases has already been assessed by an onsite ground survey.
As of the 2020 season, manual identification of
general treefall patterns has also been performed on
select events. This is useful in separating tornadic

damage from associated straight-line wind damage
caused by downbursts and microbursts, and also
gives some insight into the character of the tornado
while providing an interesting visual representation of
the wind patterns (Figure 19).
Aircraft imagery analysis is actively contributing to
NTP’s long-term research goals. For example, large
data sets of detailed tornado paths and treefall
identification are helping NTP and its collaborators to
develop automated treefall detection algorithms.
Aircraft surveys will continue to improve in the
next few years. NTP hopes to take advantage of
improved resolution capabilities of up to 2.5 cm
and automation of treefall detection in the near
future. The surveys will continue to be used for both
significant and difficult-to-access events.

Figure 19. A section of the full aerial analysis including treefall vectors for the June 8 Brooks Lake, ON event. The tornado damage is
shown in red with white arrows, and the straight-line wind damage is shown in blue with black arrows with the microbursts outlined in
blue. The tornado centreline (confluence line) is shown in black and the centreline of damage and max width of the path are shown in
green. A box with sides equal to half of the maximum width is also shown in black. The box is placed in the area of worst damage along
the tornado centreline, and the percentage of trees snapped and/or uprooted within the box determining the maximum wind speed and
EF-scale rating. In this case, over 80% of the box had trees down. Maximum wind speed was assessed at 210 km/h, equating to EF2.
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CLASSIFICATION & RATING
From the collected data, event classification
and rating decisions must be made using the
latest scientific understanding of severe weather
phenomena. The goal is provide the most accurate
event assessment possible.

Classification
When damage is present, the likelihood that
the damage was caused by a tornado versus a
downburst (or gustnado) must be assessed. In cases
where it is unclear which is more likely given the
available evidence (usually only weaker events), then
‘unclassified wind damage’ is used. The damage is
further characterized by estimating the maximum
damage path length and width.
When only visual evidence of a vortex is available,
the likelihood that it is a tornado or a nontornadic vortex (NTV) must be assessed. The NTV
classification includes sub-tornadic vortex, vortexfunnel cloud aloft, gustnado, and dust devil. In cases
where the type of NTV is unclear given the available
evidence, then ‘undetermined’ can be used as the
sub-classification.
Waterspouts, defined as tornadoes over water, have
historically not been included in Canadian tornado
data sets for large bodies of water (i.e. at least
10,000 sq km). This is mainly due to ECCC program
jurisdiction issues (public versus marine programs).
These tornadoes are now being included in NTP data
sets on an experimental basis, but will be included in
the annual tornado statistics beginning in 2021.

Rating
The Canadian version of the EF-Scale is used to rate
the intensity of the damage caused by tornadoes
and downbursts (or gustnadoes), from which
estimates of maximum wind speed can be obtained.
The Canadian EF-scale uses 31 different ‘damage
indicators’ (from buildings to trees to electrical
Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report

transmission structures). Each damage indicator has
associated ‘degrees of damage‘ that range from the
threshold of visible damage to total destruction. Each
degree of damage has an associated wind speed
range from which a representative maximum wind
speed is estimated. The EF-scale rating (between 0
and 5) is then assigned based upon the estimated
maximum wind speed.
When damage is present, a ground survey is typically
done within a few days, including aerial imaging using
a drone. The field team recommends a preliminary
EF-scale rating based on survey results. In cases
where damage can only be observed remotely using
high-resolution satellite data, a preliminary EF-scale
rating is based on the intensity of tree damage.
When only visual evidence of a tornado is available,
and no damage is caused to an EF-scale indicator, a
rating of EF0-Default is assigned. This indicates that
a wind speed of at least 90 km/h (the lower bound of
EF0 using the Canadian EF-scale) is expected to have
been associated.
After a tornado or downburst has occurred,
preliminary assessment results are typically desired
for media and public information purposes within
24-48 hours of an event. Given ECCC distributes this
type of information via storm summary bulletins,
there is typically discussion between ECCC and NTP
to reach consensus on the preliminary assessment
before it is broadcast.
However, even after the preliminary assessment has
been disseminated publicly, there is typically weeks
to months more work for NTP collecting all possible
evidence and re-assessing as new evidence comes
in. For significant tornadoes, this often includes
specially requested aircraft aerial imagery. Once all
evidence has been considered, a final assessment is
made after being approved by the Executive Director.
Final results are shared with ECCC and made
available by NTP via our Open Data Site and end-ofseason reports. Final event results may also be made
public via social media.
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: RESULTS
This section will highlight the results of the NTP event
investigations for 2020, focusing on events classified
as tornadoes. As with 2019, the goal for 2020 was
to detect, assess and document every tornado that
occurred across Canada.

event was categorized as ‘unclassified wind damage.’
Waterspouts over large bodies of water such as the
Great Lakes were verified and documented on an
experimental basis. All event counts are shown in
Table 1.

2020 EVENTS

Figure 20 shows all NTP events across Canada
in 2020, while Figure 21 shows just the 2020
tornadoes.

The 2020 tornado season began in late May and
ended in mid-November, which is only slightly shorter
than the typical six months. Aside from Ontario
where there was a record number of documented
tornadoes, it was a somewhat quiet year across the
country in terms of the number of events. However,
there were eight EF2+ tornadoes in four provinces.

Clearly, most of the tornado activity this season was
focused on southern Ontario where several multitornado outbreaks occurred. A zoomed map showing
all tornado events in southern Ontario, including
'experimental' tornadoes, is provided in Figure 22.

During the 2020 season, NTP conducted 292 Planet
satellite surveys (including four using Planet’s SkySat
ultra high-resolution imagery), 31 ground surveys,
24 drone surveys, and four aircraft aerial surveys.
Overall, out of 409 NTP investigations, 339 were
verified as events. It should be noted that due to
COVID-19 restrictions, NTP ground surveys were
somewhat restricted and ECCC ground surveys were
greatly limited.
Through these investigations, NTP verified the
occurrence of 77 tornadoes in total across Canada.
Of these, 48 were discovered or confirmed by NTP
and would otherwise have gone undocumented –
representing an increase in the number of tornadoes
for the season by 166%. Of the remaining 29 tornado
events, all were enhanced by NTP.
NTP also documented a significant number of
downbursts and non-tornadic vortices. When the
cause of wind damage was not possible to verify, the
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A list all of the 2020 verified events and their related
meta-data can be found in Appendix B.

Table 1. Verified NTP events

EVENT TYPE

NUMBER

Tornado

77

Tornado (experimental)

26

Downburst

117

Non-tornadic vortex

98

Unclassified wind damage

21

Total

339
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Figure 20. Map showing all 2020 events across Canada.

Figure 21. Map showing all 2020 tornadoes across Canada.

Figure 22. Map showing 2020 tornadoes (plus experimental) in southern Ontario.
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SIGNIFICANT TORNADO
EVENTS

days later. What was discovered was an impressively
wide and long path of significant tree damage.

The following are brief case studies of three
significant tornado events investigated by NTP in
2020.

NTP requested that KBM Resources Group dispatch
an aircraft to the area to collect 5-cm resolution
imagery along the track. The resulting aircraft aerial
imagery was even more impressive than the satellite
imagery. There were large areas where every tree
was either snapped or uprooted, and several areas

June 8th Brooks Lake EF2 Tornado –
Northern Ontario
NTP forecasters recognized the ingredients for a
supercell tornado threat in the southern part of
northwestern Ontario, near the US border, for June
8th and included a ‘Likely Tornado’ risk area on the
experimental Day 2 outlook map (Figure 23).
Indeed, late in the evening of June 8th, supercell
thunderstorms developed with one of them exhibiting
classic supercell radar features such as a reflectivity
‘hook echo’ and an area of ‘mesocyclone’ rotation
in radial velocity (Figure 24). No social media posts
from the area could be found to corroborate the
radar presentation. However, the radar-derived track
of the storm was used to focus the search for forest
damage using high-resolution satellite data several

Figure 23. Experimental NTP outlook across Canada for June
8th showing areas for Chance Thunderstorm (green), Chance
Tornado (yellow) and Likely Tornado (orange). The approximate
location of the Brooks Lake tornado is shown as a white circle.

Figure 24. Dryden C-band radar images depicting the June 8th supercell thunderstorm, including a reflectivity ‘hook echo’ with a likely
debris ball (left) and a shear couplet (right, red outline) in the radial velocity data. Noise and attenuation significantly impacted the
depiction of the storm on radar.
Northern Tornadoes Project 2020 Annual Report
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Figure 25. Fujita-style analysis of the Brooks Lake tornado based on aircraft aerial data. White arrows over red areas represent tornado
damage vectors while black arrows over blue areas represent downburst damage vectors.

exhibited clear signs of the cyclonically rotating
(counter-clockwise) wind field associated with the
tornado (see Figure 18).
Analysis of the aircraft aerial imagery was difficult
due to the mix of tornado and downburst damage
present along the damage path. In the end, the
path was separated into one long and wide tornado,
and 33 microbursts along the sides of the tornado
damage path (Figure 25). This was the first such
‘Fujita-style’ tornado analysis performed by NTP (see
Fujita 1989 for an example)1.
Based on the analysis, the tornado was determined
to be 31.5 km long and 2440 m wide – making it the
widest recorded tornado in Canada. The forest box
method was used to estimate the maximum wind
speed, achieving DOD6 damage using the Trees DI
and an estimated wind speed of 210 km/h, giving a
rating of EF2. This is the maximum wind speed that
can be achieved for forest damage on the Canadian
Shield given the greatly limited soil depth there.
However, there are suggestions that this tornado may
have been capable of greater damage, and thus a
higher EF rating – one of them being the number of
trees that fell toward the west ahead of the tornado
as it was moving east-northeast. This behavior was
also recorded with the 2018 Alonsa EF4 tornado and
the 2020 Scarth EF3 tornado.
1 Fujita, T. T., 1989: The Teton-Yellowstone Tornado of 21 July
1987. Mon. Wea. Rev., 117, 1913-1940.
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Though it could only be rated at EF2, it is possible
that this may have been the strongest tornado of the
year across Canada. Future work will include applying
treefall pattern analysis to this damage path since
such an analysis is often able to more accurately
assess the wind speeds associated with a tornado
(see Lombardo et al. 2015)2.

June 10th Tornado Outbreak –
Southern Ontario
A tornado risk associated with a quasi-linear
convective system (QLCS) was forecast by NTP
for June 10th in southern Ontario and a ‘Chance
Tornado’ risk area was included on the experimental
Day 2 tornado outlook (Figure 26). Uncertainty that
the necessary ingredients would come together
precluded the addition of a ‘Likely Tornado’ risk area
in this case.
On the evening of June 10th, a QLCS did develop
and enter southern Ontario from the west. The first
indications of potential tornado occurrence were
from social media sources, particularly Twitter (see
Figure 27).

2 Lombardo, F. T., D. B. Roueche, and D. O. Prevatt, 2015:
Comparison of two methods of near-surface wind speed
estimation in the 22 May, 2011 Joplin, Missouri tornado. J. Wind
Eng. Ind. Aerodyn., 138, 87–97, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
jweia.2014.12.007.
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Numerous reports of damage were received and
NTP conducted 2 ground surveys. In some cases,
the potential tornado occurred in an area too far for
NTP to conduct a ground survey (due to COVID-19
restrictions) and the investigation was done remotely
using witness information and remote sensing data.
In all, 10 tornadoes were verified – from the Glencoe
area in the southwest to Algonquin Park in the
northeast, with damage from EF0 to EF2 (Figure 28).
Radar clearly showed the line of thunderstorms
advancing across southwestern Ontario, though
radar artifacts and noise made mesovortices difficult
to detect in the radial velocity data (Figure 29).
The greatest damage was with a tornado at Mary
Lake, near Huntsville. Aerial aircraft imagery was
collected for NTP along the damage path by KBM
Resources Group, with a nominal resolution of 5 cm.
Based on the aircraft imagery, the length of the
damage path was determined to be 23.0 km and
the maximum width 710 m. The level of tree damage
along the path reached DOD6 on the Trees DI, and
the maximum wind speed was estimated at 190
km/h, resulting in a rating of EF2 (see Figure 30).

Figure 26. Experimental NTP outlook for June 10th and all of
Canada showing areas for Chance Thunderstorm (green) and
Chance Tornado (yellow).
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Figure 27. Twitter tweet by Caleb McCarty warning of a tornado
approaching Glencoe, ON. Used with permission.

Figure 28. Map showing the start locations, tracks, and EF
ratings for the 10 tornadoes in the June 10th outbreak.
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Figure 29. Exeter S-band radar images depicting the June 10th QLCS, including an intense line of thunderstorms on reflectivity
(left) and strong southwest winds behind the leading edge of the storm shown in the radial velocity data (right). The Glencoe-area
tornado occurred in the region outlined by the yellow circle. Second-trip echo contamination and other noise significantly impacted
the depiction of the storm on radar, particularly the radial velocity.

Figure 30. Zoomed section of the Fujita-style analysis of forest damage at Mary Lake (left) with white arrows over red areas
indicating tornado damage vectors and black arrows over blue areas indicating downburst damage vectors. The black box at the
centre of the image at left was the sampling box used for the forest box method, and the treefall within that box as observed by
aircraft is shown at right.
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Aug 7th Scarth EF3 Tornado –
Southern Manitoba
Though NTP forecasters identified the chance of
thunderstorms across southern Manitoba for August
7th (Figure 31), there were few indications on the
morning of August 6th that the meteorological
ingredients necessary for a supercell tornado would
be present the next day. That continued to be the
case on the morning of August 7th.

of Manitoba survey team did a ground and drone
survey, and NTP instructed KBM Resources Group to
collect aircraft aerial imagery over the damage path.
In this case, there were only isolated stands of trees
to damage but damage to crops and grasslands were
easily distinguishable (Figure 34).

However, on the evening of August 7th, a supercell
thunderstorm did develop moving southeastward
across southwestern Manitoba. The first indications
of a significant tornado were from social media
sources, particularly Twitter (see Figure 32).

A farmstead was the property most affected by
the tornado (Figure 35), though the centre of the
tornado was located south of the property. There
was significant damage to trees and grain bins, with
several grain bins being lofted and never found. This
qualified as DOD4 damage for the Farm Silos and
Grain Bins DI, with an estimated maximum wind
speed of 260 km/h, and a resulting rating of EF3.
This was the highest-rated damage of the season.

Radar clearly shows the supercell thunderstorm
in reflectivity data while in the radial velocity data
a strong mesocyclone was present (Figure 33).
Unfortunately, radar artifacts and other noise once
again significantly impacted the depiction of the
storm on radar, particularly the radial velocity.

Given the apparent lack of regional-scale
meteorological ingredients necessary for a strong
supercell tornado in the Scarth area on August 7th,
it is suspected that smaller-scale features such as
thunderstorm outflow boundaries played a significant
role in the initiation and evolution of this storm.

Reports of significant damage to a farm and vehicles
thrown were received by NTP. It was later determined
that there had been two fatalities and an injury
associated with these vehicles. NTP’s University

Figure 31. Experimental NTP outlook for August 7th and all of
Canada showing areas for Chance Thunderstorm (green). The
approximate location of the Scarth tornado is shown as a white
circle.
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Figure 32. Twitter tweet from Misheyla Iwasiuk noting the strong
tornado near Scarth, MB. Used with permission.
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Figure 33. Foxwarren S-band radar images from August 7th depicting the supercell thunderstorm in the reflectivity data (left) and
a shear couplet (circled in yellow) in the radial velocity data (right). Second-trip echo contamination and other noise significantly
impacted the depiction of the mesocyclone over time in the radial velocity data.

Figure 34. Map showing aerial imagery collected
in the Scarth, MB, area. Red areas indicate visible
tornado damage while the black outline indicates the
approximate extent of the tornadic winds.
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Figure 35. Drone photo of the farm affected by the Scarth tornado. The centre of the tornado travelled just south of the farm (left side
of photo) and there was selective damage on the property (e.g. several grain bins were lofted and not found yet the house received only
minor damage). Many of the trees were snapped and uprooted toward the west (i.e. opposite to the direction of tornado motion, toward
top of photo).
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: RESEARCH
NTP is globally unique in (i) systematically collecting
tornado and tree-fall data across the country, and
(ii) comprehensively analyzing that data with a
world-class multidisciplinary team that includes
experienced engineers and meteorologists.
The long-term research vision of NTP is to costeffectively automate the detection, classification and
rating of wind-related damage.
There are many questions we need to answer
to achieve this vision – can we detect tornado
intensity by analyzing fallen trees? Will we be able
to automatically assess wind-related damage using
new, advanced tools? How do we lower research
costs, while increasing research results? And, at
the end of the day, can we leverage our improved
understanding of tornadoes and downbursts to build
stronger houses and more resilient infrastructure for
all Canadians?
To successfully answer these questions, we are
hard at work to solve many technical issues such
as improving the remote sensing of damage and
the accuracy of wind speed estimation from such
damage observations.
This will help us to provide high-resolution maps
of the tornado and downburst damage paths and
associated EF-scale assessments.
Western’s wind engineering researchers have
core expertise in wind tunnel testing, building
aerodynamics, and the assessment of structural
integrity and performance of buildings under extreme
wind loads. “We are amongst the world leaders in
this,” says Prof. Greg Kopp.
NTP research engineer, Dr. Connell Miller, for
example, is aiming to use remote sensing via satellite
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and drone to get a better understanding of how lowlevel vegetation is affected by tornadoes.
The motivation for this is that damage surveys in the
prairie regions of Canada can be challenging due to
the lack of EF-scale damage indicators there in many
events (e.g., structures, trees). Low-level vegetation
such as prairie grass often shows signs of tornadic
damage (Figure 36), however there is no damage
indicator to quantify it. To help assess this damage,
this study aims to use remote sensing imagery in
both the visible and near-infrared (NI) spectrum to
determine whether there is a relationship between
the level of vegetation damage and the EF-scale
rating of a tornado.
NTP researcher Sarah Stevenson, is combining
ground survey data for common tornado damage to
houses with data collected at the Three Little Pigs
Project and the US Insurance Institute for Business
and Home Safety (IBHS) to create an accurate
structural model that explains the vulnerability
of Canadian homes to extreme wind events.
Additionally, Western recently partnered with Doug
Tarry Homes Ltd. (St. Thomas, ON) and the Institute
for Catastrophic Loss Reduction to incorporate
research findings into building stronger homes.
NTP researcher Emilio Hong is developing a process
to reduce the time it takes to examine the damage
done to trees from aerial and satellite imagery.
One of the goals of his current research project is
to automate the analysis of critical wind speeds
by digitizing remote sensing survey results and
developing an algorithm to analyze treefall patterns.
Prof. Mark Daley and 2019 NTP summer intern
William Wang utilized the latest in machine learning
in an attempt to automatically detect and classify
remotely sensed treefall – a goal we hope to
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achieve in the next decade. Preliminary results were
encouraging (see Sills et al. 2020).1

TORNADO DAMAGE
EXPERT TEAM

Another long-term research goal of the Northern
Tornadoes Project is to help improve Canada’s
capacity to detect and nowcast (0-1 hour) tornadic
storms. There are a number of ways by which this
can be pursued. One is establishing a testbed
where detection and nowcasting techniques can be
prototyped and evaluated. Successful prototypes can
then be shared with Canadian partners via technical
and knowledge transfer. To that end, work has begun
on assembling observational research platforms that
would form the core of the testbed. A sophisticated
Doppler C-band weather radar with dual-polarization
capabilities has been acquired via an agreement
with ECCC. Other monitoring equipment that has
been acquired via the same agreement includes a
14-station Lightning Mapping Array, a ten-station
surface weather station network, and three vehiclemounted mobile weather stations. Establishing
and maintaining such a test bed would require
considerable resources and additional funding is
currently being sought.

Cutting-edge questions require a cutting-edge team
of researchers. “Right from NTP’s beginning, I wanted
to build a team of researchers who are defining the
leading edge of tornado damage research and get
them to work with us,” Greg says.“These researchers
are core to NTP.”
“This is hard research that synthesizes all sorts of
data and we need talented people for that,” Greg
says. “NTP is the perfect meeting place to bring all
people together.”
For example, Dr. Ricky Wood (University of Nebraska)
and Dr. Arn Womble (Insurance Institute for
Business and Home Safety) carry out 3-D imaging of
buildings destroyed by tornadoes. Based on multiple
photographs of damaged structures, trees, or crops,
they can reconstruct them as three-dimensional
computer models with exceptionally high resolution.
This allows researchers to quantify tornado damage
accurately.
For example, they can identify species of downed
tree, and the size, direction of fall, and critically,
separate these from adjacent undamaged trees. Dr.
Wood’s team is now working to automate the process
of damage identification using advance machine
learning algorithms, which require the fastest
supercomputers in North America to process the vast
data files.

Figure 36. Map showing vegetative health after the Scarth, MB
EF3 tornado.

1 Sills, D. M. L., G. A. Kopp, L. Elliott, A. Jaffe, E. Sutherland, C.
Miller, J. Kunkel, E. Hong, S. Stevenson, and W. Wang, 2020:
The Northern Tornadoes Project - uncovering Canada’s true
tornado climatology. Bull. Amer. Meteorol. Soc., DOI 10.1175/
BAMS-D-20-0012.1.
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While large northern areas in eastern Canada are
covered by trees, the prairies are covered with crops
or grasslands. “If we are going to identify tree fall
damage, we need a method to categorize them,”
Greg says. Dr. Frank Lombardo (The University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) and Dr. Chris Petersen
(University of Georgia) are developing methods to
estimate tornado wind speeds based on fallen trees,
while Dr. Mark Sterling (University of Birmingham,
UK) brings his expertise on tornado wind fields and
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the response and failures of crops under high wind
speeds.

SEVERE CONVECTIVE
STORM RESEARCH

Dr. Lombardo, for example, studies the patterns
of fallen trees and damaged crops after tornado
events. He uses statistical modeling and computer
simulations to ‘fit’ tornado models to different
patterns and determine wind speed and tornado
intensity.

Dr. John Hanesiak at University of Manitoba, a severe
storms scientist and observationalist, is aiming
to bring his expertise to the problem as well. His
monitoring equipment includes atmospheric profilers
and two vehicle-mounted mobile weather stations.

Crop and tree failures are made more complicated
by the highly variable soil conditions in which
they reside. Dr. Tim Newson (Western University)
brings his expertise of both soil and foundations
to understand how roots interact with the soil, a
critical consideration when these fail. Dr. Sterling
has taken a different approach with his models,
which is important for NTP to understand given
the uncertainty of the wind speeds that cause this
damage.
Lombardo, Newson, Peterson, Sterling, Womble, and
Wood have unparalleled expertise in their fields -- and
their collaboration with NTP is crucial for our success.
All of them are looking for data – be it tree fall data,
aerial or ground imagery of damaged structures,
or simply, a detailed quantitative and qualitative
summary of tornado occurrences (dates, places,
intensities, frequency) in Canada. NTP can provide
it all, and more. “We want our collaborators to keep
doing what they are doing – cutting-edge research on
particular issues – but we want to support them with
exceptional data collection and our own skills,” Greg
says. By bringing these leading researchers together
with the state-of-the-art NTP data, we can solve this
problem together.

He and his team have been active in a number of
NTP activities, which includes (1) tornado event
data gathering with the help of two undergraduate
students (Lee Gorowski and Jordon Charlette)
and, (2) Canadian tornado event research led by
a PhD student (Joanne Kunkel) and post-doctoral
fellow (David Wang), along with assistance from
the undergraduate students (when not busy with
surveys). The overall goals of the work are to train
highly qualified personnel (HQP) in the area of
severe convective storms, and fill gaps in knowledge
necessary for enhancing the capacity of Canadian
severe storm understanding and prediction.
First, Kunkel has been identifying historic tornado
events that occurred in the Boreal forest regions over
much of Canada, using satellite imagery to identify
old tornado tracks (see also the Satellite Surveys
section of this report). Many of these historical
events are likely not in Canada’s tornado climatology.
Hence, the primary purpose of the research is to
improve this climatology by locating the events and
estimating tornado track lengths and widths. This
work will be submitted in the peer-reviewed literature
as the first of three or four articles during the course
of Kunkel’s PhD work.
Second, Gorowski and Charlette gathered all
available data and conducted a preliminary analysis
of the Alonsa, MB and Cold Lake, AB/Lac des Iles,
SK regions tornado events occurring August 3rd,
2018 and June 28-29th, 2019, respectively. Brief
summaries of both events were produced, with
plans to conduct further, more extensive analysis,
with the goal of better understanding these events
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to improve prediction of future similar events. The
students also collected a myriad of meteorological
and social media information for most of the 2020
tornado events in Canada, with the primary goal of
archiving vital information to study selected events in
the future. The two students also launched weather
balloons from the University of Manitoba campus
for several potential tornado day events for southern
Manitoba; these data are invaluable for ECCC
severe weather forecasts in the region and are used
for research on such events to better understand
tornadic storm environments.
Lastly, since September 2020, Wang has been
focused on the analysis and production of highresolution model simulations of Canada’s only EF5
ranked tornado event in Elie, MB on June 22nd,
2007. The goal of the work is to gain insights into
significant tornado events in Canada, and contribute
to improved tornado forecasting, by characterizing
the synoptic and mesoscale environments for this
event and comparing them to that for past significant
tornado events. Unfortunately, no formal study of
this event has been published in the peer-reviewed
literature, so we plan to address this issue.
A Masters thesis by Justin Hobson focused on the
observational analysis of the Elie event, along with
his well-documented photos and video of the tornado
from birth to dissipation. The goal of the work will be
addressed by a thorough analysis of the combination
of Hobson’s Masters work with more in-depth radar
analysis and new Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model simulations. A significant amount of
work has already been accomplished in a short
period of time (e.g. production and validation of WRF
simulations and partial radar analysis). However, the
work is ongoing, with plans to complete the study and
article manuscript early in 2021.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE OF NTP:
INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY
RESILIENCE AMIDST
TORNADOES
On September 21st, 2018, the strongest tornado to
hit eastern Ontario since 1902 struck the town of
Dunrobin, ON. Rated as high as EF3 on the Enhanced
Fujita Scale, with winds topping out at 265 km/hr,
this tornado began in Kinburn, reached its peak wind
speeds in Dunrobin, and then made its way across
the Ottawa River into Gatineau, QC. In Dunrobin
alone, the tornado was reported to have destroyed
or severely damaged greater than 50 homes and
resulted in several injuries. Soon after the tornado,
NTP deployed survey teams to carry out physical
damage assessments. These assessments focused
on structural impacts brought on by the tornado
and provided valuable clues to the NTP team for
ways to enhance long-term structural recovery and
technological mitigation from future storm activity.
But a tornado experience is more than just what
happens to the walls and roof of any given structure
during a tornado. Recovery is more than simply
incorporating enhanced safety building material to
reduce future disaster risk.
Examination must also focus on the social
dimensions of tornado experience and recovery and
asks questions such as: How did residents make
sense of the tornado and its associated risk? How
did they prepare and respond? How did residents
experience recovery of their social lives alongside
the rebuilding of their homes? Who and what
services or agencies enabled these recovery efforts?
Alternatively, who and what services or agencies
hindered these recovery efforts? Did residents
consider/implement tornado resilient materials in
their home repair? What motivated these decisions
and who would residents expect to teach them about
tornado resilient options?
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With NTP’s financial support, Dr. Jennifer Spinney a York University Assistant Professor in Disaster &
Emergency Management - began a qualitative study
and sought volunteers who experienced damage to
their homes during the Dunrobin tornado to share
their individual tornado and recovery experiences.
During August and September 2020, she carried
out 17 interviews (each 60-90 minutes long) with 23
adult male and female Dunrobin and area residents.

Her research will help broaden our understanding
of tornado experience, impact, loss, and recovery,
expand our understanding of what counts as damage
and/or loss and thus what post-disaster recovery
possibilities exist for affected people, and produce
practical and actionable preparation, response and
recovery strategies for Canadians who face similar
tornado risk.

Quotes from Dr. Spinney’s interviews with
Dunrobin residents after the tornado...
"and I guess [xx] was getting impatient, like you know, and [they] ran up the stairs
and grabbed [xx] by [the] arm and kind of pulled [the]m down the stairs. And then
as we’re walking by the front door the front door blew open, and then we just ran
down the hallway, to the kitchen, and huddled around the fridge. And then you
just proceeded to see everything blow through the kitchen. And thankfully, like the
three of us huddled in the right spot at the right time; because there’s no basement
in that spot. So, yeah, we literally saw, like tree branches, trees, stuff blowing.
Because by that time the wind – the door – the front door and the back door are
in line with one another and so you were watching things, as you were crouched
down, fly from – through the house." - ResidentA
"By the time I walked down to the basement, the sky, I could see in the little
windows was just black […] and then we heard a window smash and I was like
“Oh no, my other dog’s upstairs”, so I had to kind of creep up the stairs to go and
call him – like we have a little side door at the side stairs and it was like pulsating. I
thought “Oh, there’s something very bad happening." - ResidentB
"but Monday started trenching down with pours and it rained for days and days
before there was good weather again. And basically all that property and all those
homes that didn’t have a roof or walls or anything, this – all their belongings were
kind of written off, they were ruined." - - ResidentC
"I wish things would get better but they aren’t. Things just keep happening
and now COVID." - - ResidentD
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: OPEN DATA SITE
Many changes and improvements have been made
to the NTP Open Data Site over the last year, as
the GIS team incorporated not only more data from
the 2020 field season, but additional types of data
such as satellite imagery pairs and drone mapping
orthomosaics.
During 2020, the Open Data Site has been viewed
28,153 times (Figure 37). There are currently 254
items hosted in the Open Data Site, including 113
apps and maps, 135 datasets and 5 documents.
Two new pages were launched on the Open Data Site
in 2020: Satellite Surveys and Drone Mapping. The
Satellite Surveys page contains information about
the satellite survey process, as well as information
about data collected as part of this analysis. The
most notable addition is the embedding of a
StoryMap Collection to allow users to swipe between
before and after image pairs of a particular event.
Processing of this imagery continues to expand the
number of events currently hosted on the Open Data
Site (Figure 38).

The Drone Mapping page follows a similar structure,
outlining the process and highlighting the highresolution orthomosaics now part of the NTP event
investigation process (Figure 39). Orthomosaics are
shared directly to the Open Data Site as opposed
to through the ArcGIS Server as is the case with the
Aircraft Aerial Surveys and the Satellite Surveys.
The team has also launched a prototype of the
new Event Investigation Map App (Figure 40).
This interactive format will replace the existing
Event Investigation maps to allow for additional
functionality and support for additional datasets. The
NTP Open Data Site continues to be an exemplar in
the ArcGIS Hub Site community, having been featured
in national webinars and on the ArcGIS Hub Site
gallery page. Additional improvements will continue
throughout the off-season to adapt to the increase in
data hosted through the site.
Lastly, the most viewed item on the Open Data Site
is the Event Summaries Dashboard, which has been
viewed 27,160 times since it was created (Figure 41).

Figure 37. Metrics for the Open Data Site detailing items views, usage time and logins, among other things.
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Figure 38. Above image details number of satellite surveys completed and data pairs uploaded. Satellite imagery companion (below)
allows users to compare before/after images of events.
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Figure 39. Drone Mapping Datasets let users browse through high-resolution orthomosaic maps.

Figure 40. Event Investigation Maps give detailed information about particular events, and provide access to all related
source data.
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Figure 41. The Open Data Site Dashboard gives users detailed information on NTP’s investigated events. By choosing Tornado
Classification status, Event Type, Province, Year or Date Range, users can see plotted maps, numbers, and notes for severe weather
events.
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: TWITTER

We are doing quite well. Twitter Engagement Rate is
the number of Engagements divided by the number
of times tweets are displayed, no matter if the tweet
was clicked or not.

Twitter is Northern Tornado Project’s most active
social media platform. The account started in June
2019. Our Engagement metric remains strong. A
Twitter Engagement is anytime someone clicks
anywhere on the tweet, including: retweets/replies/
follows/favourites/links/likes/hashtags/embedded
media/username/profile photo/tweet expansion.

Followers (Apr 2020 - Oct 2020)

In 2019, the Engagement and number of people
visiting the Twitter page (Profile Visit) dropped posttornado season. We made a concerted effort to
reach out, engage, and maintain our audience reach
throughout 2020. As a result, Profile Visits and
Engagement have both steadily increased in spite of
fewer tweets post-tornado season.
We also registered a 549% increase in new followers
since the beginning of our Twitter account in June
2019.

Profile Visits (Apr 2020 - Oct 2020)

Our Engagement Rate is 2.1%.
According to RivalIQ – a leading marketing
intelligence company that delivers analytics and
marketing insights to digital marketers for increasing
social media performance – the median Twitter
engagement rate in the higher education industry in
2020 is 0.091%.
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: FACEBOOK

Likes (Jun 2020 - Dec 2020)

Facebook is Northern Tornado Project’s most recent
social media platform. It started in February 2020
but started actively engaging with audiences in May
2020.
Followers and Page Likes have steadily increased
since May, throughout the tornado- and post-tornado
season.
Fifty-seven percent of our Facebook ‘fans’ are male,
40 percent female. The majority of our ‘fan’ base is
between 25 to 54 years old.

Followers (Jun 2020 - Dec 2020)

The top five Canadian cities for our page followers
are, in descending order, London, Chatham, Toronto,
Wallaceburg, and Ottawa. The top five countries for
our page followers are, in descending order, Canada,
America, United Kingdom, India, and Netherlands.
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: OUTREACH & TALKS
The Project held two Livecasts, one with Western
University, and the other with The Weather Network.
Both were successful and well attended.
Throughout the tornado season, we received
numerous emails, Facebook and Twitter messages
for information about tornadoes and severe weather
aftermaths.
Dr. Sills conducted a well-attended Virtual classroom
for 10- to 14-year olds through Exploring By The Seat
Of Your Pants, an online live classroom platform.
Our tornado anniversary tweets successfully engaged
our audiences, raising awareness of important
tornadoes throughout Canada’s history.
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NORTHERN TORNADOES PROJECT: MEDIA COVERAGE
In 2020, 59 news outlets including Canadian
Geographic, CBC, radio stations, and TV covered us.
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TORNADOES
Date (Local)

Time
(Local)

Event Name

Province

Rating

Track length
(km)

Max Width
(m)

Max Wind
Speed (Km/h)

21-05-2020

12:15:00

Saanich

British Columbia

EF0

0.20

-

90

27-05-2020

10:15:00

Mossleigh

Alberta

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

31-05-2020

16:15:00

Irricana

Alberta

EF0

4.35

50

110

08-06-2020

20:15:00

Brooks Lake
(Nestor Falls)

Ontario

EF2

31.7

2440

210

10-06-2020

17:45:00

Belgrave

Ontario

EF0

5.5

300

90

10-06-2020

18:00:00

Brussels

Ontario

EF0

3.1

150

90

10-06-2020

19:15:00

Mordolphin

Ontario

EF1

1.62

80

145

10-06-2020

19:30:00

Bracebridge

Ontario

EF1

5.6

120

150

10-06-2020

19:45:00

Newbury

Ontario

EF0

15.7

150

130

10-06-2020

19:45:00

Mary Lake

Ontario

EF2

23.0

710

190

10-06-2020

20:00:00

Baysville

Ontario

EF1

5.6

140

145

10-06-2020

20:30:00

Avon

Ontario

EF1

5.5

100

145

10-06-2020

20:30:00

Belmont

Ontario

EF1

17.4

250

150

10-06-2020

20:45:00

Lake Lavieille

Ontario

EF1

11.4

460

145

13-06-2020

20:00:00

Barnwell

Alberta

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

19-06-2020

14:00:00

Staples

Ontario

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

23-06-2020

15:00:00

Sturgeon Point

Ontario

EF1

3.50

90

145

23-06-2020

17:45:00

Letellier

Manitoba

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

24-06-2020

13:00:00

Lac Brochet

Quebec

EF0

-

-

115

28-06-2020

15:45:00

Rapid City

Manitoba

EF2

5.96

350

190

28-06-2020

18:30:00

Saint-Sebastien

Quebec

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

30-06-2020

16:50:00

Kerwood

Ontario

EF0 (def)

-

-

-
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Date (Local)

Time
(Local)

Event Name

Province

Rating

Track length
(km)

Max Width
(m)

Max Wind
Speed (Km/h)

01-07-2020

20:45:00

Lone Pine

Alberta

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

02-07-2020

16:15:00

Armit

Saskatchewan

EF2

20.5

320

190

04-07-2020

16:30:00

Glenbain

Saskatchewan

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

04-07-2020

16:45:00

Meyronne

Saskatchewan

EF1

-

-

155

04-07-2020

18:30:00

Assiniboia

Saskatchewan

EF0

-

-

90

07-07-2020

17:00:00

Keoma

Alberta

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

07-07-2020

17:45:00

Acme

Alberta

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

07-07-2020

18:00:00

Red Deer

Alberta

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

07-07-2020

19:00:00

Trochu

Alberta

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

07-07-2020

20:05:00

Brooks

Alberta

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

10-07-2020

20:15:00

Milton

Ontario

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

11-07-2020

11:30:00

Lake Nipissing

Ontario

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

12-07-2020

13:15:00

Nanton

Alberta

EF1

3

100

150

13-07-2020

16:00:00

Stout Lake

Ontario

EF2

13.4

550

190

16-07-2020

17:45:00

Brantford

Ontario

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

16-07-2020

18:30:00

Manawan

Quebec

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

17-07-2020

19:15:00

Kenville

Manitoba

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

19-07-2020

10:45:00

Kettle Point

Ontario

EF0 (def)

1.07

40

-

19-07-2020

10:45:00

Thedford

Ontario

EF1

15.5

160

155

19-07-2020

11:00:00

Blyth

Ontario

EF1

8.64

50

135

19-07-2020

11:00:00

Lucan

Ontario

EF1

2.55

200

135

19-07-2020

11:10:00

St. Columban

Ontario

EF0 (def)

6.4

50

-

19-07-2020

11:30:00

Gads Hill

Ontario

EF1

3.87

260

150

19-07-2020

11:40:00

Belmont

Ontario

EF0

9.27

90

125
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Date (Local)

Time
(Local)

Event Name

Province

Rating

Track length
(km)

Max Width
(m)

Max Wind
Speed (Km/h)

19-07-2020

11:45:00

Beachville

Ontario

EF1

2.88

100

150

19-07-2020

12:15:00

Eden Mills

Ontario

EF1

1.17

70

150

19-07-2020

16:15:00

Saint-Vital-deClermont

Quebec

EF2

3.9

250

190

19-07-2020

16:40:00

Lac Turgeon

Quebec

EF1

7.0

320

145

23-07-2020

19:30:00

Sainte-Sabinede-Bellechasse

Quebec

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

27-07-2020

12:30:00

Saint-Roch-deMekinac

Quebec

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

27-07-2020

15:30:00

Saint-Mathiasde-Bonneterre

Quebec

EF1

4.1

220

145

02-08-2020

14:35:00

Camden East

Ontario

EF1

2.6

110

145

02-08-2020

16:10:00

Bexley

Ontario

EF1

4.9

270

145

02-08-2020

16:30:00

Oxford Mills

Ontario

EF0

0.3

20

95

02-08-2020

17:00:00

Kinmount

Ontario

EF2

2.0

270

190

03-08-2020

18:20:00

Youngstown

Alberta

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

04-08-2020

15:45:00

Palmerston

Ontario

EF0

1.11

200

115

04-08-2020

17:00:00

Estevan

Saskatchewan

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

07-08-2020

20:00:00

Scarth

Manitoba

EF3

10.6

1390

260

13-08-2020

17:40:00

Alexander

Manitoba

EF0

5.7

80

95

16-08-2020

18:15:00

Kent-Bridge

Ontario

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

21-08-2020

16:00:00

Shoal Lake

Manitoba

EF0 (def)

0.48

90

-

21-08-2020

16:00:00

Tuckers Lake

Manitoba

EF0 (def)

-

-

-

21-08-2020

17:10:00

Fulda

Saskatchewan

EF0

13.2

190

115

21-08-2020

17:30:00

Humboldt

Saskatchewan

EF0 (def)

4.0

110

-

21-08-2020

19:55:00

Fort St. John

British Columbia

EF0

3.08

80

130

27-08-2020

14:15:00

Mount Carmel

Ontario

EF1

7.16

100

155

27-08-2020

15:15:00

Union

Ontario

EF1

5.07

150

150
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Date (Local)

Time
(Local)

Event Name

Province

Rating

Track length
(km)

Max Width
(m)

Max Wind
Speed (Km/h)

28-08-2020

22:15:00

Point Clark

Ontario

EF0

0.29

80

130

03-09-2020

18:45:00

Washago

Ontario

EF1

1.81

90

145

03-09-2020

22:30:00

Port Colborne

Ontario

EF0

1.05

50

125

13-09-2020

14:45:00

Pembroke

Ontario

EF1

9.8

180

145

30-09-2020

16:30:00

Strabane

Ontario

EF1

0.67

110

150

23-10-2020

17:15:00

Thornbury

Ontario

EF0

3.15

50

130

15-11-2020

14:45:00

Georgetown

Ontario

EF1

3.63

360

135
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TORNADOES (EXPERIMENTAL)
Date (Local)

Time (Local)

Event Name

Province

Rating

Event Sub-Type

19-07-2020

10:30:00

L. Huron (Brights Grove)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

04-08-2020

09:00:00

L. Erie (Port Colborne)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

16-08-2020

14:15:00

L. Huron (Point Clark)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

17-08-2020

08:00:00

L. Huron (Southampton)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

17-08-2020

08:25:00

L. Huron (Fishing Islands)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

17-08-2020

09:00:00

L. Huron (Sauble Beach)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

17-08-2020

12:15:00

L. Huron (Port Elgin)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

18-08-2020

07:00:00

Georgian Bay (Thornbury)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

18-08-2020

08:30:00

Georgian Bay (Collingwood)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

18-08-2020

10:00:00

L. Huron (Port Albert)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

18-08-2020

11:15:00

L. Huron (Port Albert)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

18-08-2020

13:45:00

L. Ontario (Port Hope)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

19-08-2020

10:30:00

L. Huron (Highland Glen)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

24-08-2020

14:30:00

Bay St. George (Stephenville)

Newfoundland and
Labrador

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

30-09-2020

08:30:00

L. Erie (Long Point)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

30-09-2020

10:30:00

L. Ontario (Brighton)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

30-09-2020

16:45:00

L. Ontario (Vineland)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

03-10-2020

07:30:00

L. Huron (Saint Joseph, 5
waterspouts)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

03-10-2020

11:00:00

L. Erie (Port Bruce)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

05-10-2020

15:45:00

Northumberland Strait
(Murray Corner)

New Brunswick

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

13-10-2020

18:30:00

L. Superior (Havilland)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout

17-10-2020

08:15:00

L. Erie (Port Burwell)

Ontario

EF0 (def)

Waterspout
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DOWNBURSTS
Date (Local)

Time (Local)

Event Name

Province

Rating

Max Wind Speed (km/h)

26-05-2020

16:30:00

Connaught

Ontario

EF0

110

26-05-2020

17:30:00

Oro Station

Ontario

EF0

120

27-05-2020

12:45:00

La Tuque

Quebec

EF0

100

29-05-2020

14:30:00

Warminster

Ontario

EF0

115

02-06-2020

23:15:00

Fort Erie

Ontario

EF0

115

03-06-2020

18:00:00

Hay Bay

Ontario

EF0

110

05-06-2020

18:15:00

Keswick Ridge

New Brunswick

EF1

150

05-06-2020

18:30:00

Fredericton

New Brunswick

EF0

115

08-06-2020

20:15:00

Brooks Lake (Nestor
Falls, 33 microbursts)

Ontario

EF1

165

09-06-2020

06:00:00

Stratton/North
Branch

Ontario

EF1

150

10-06-2020

18:15:00

Windsor

Ontario

EF0

115

10-06-2020

19:15:00

Port McNicoll

Ontario

EF0

115

10-06-2020

20:00:00

Dwight

Ontario

EF1

145

10-06-2020

20:30:00

Canisbay Lake

Ontario

EF1

135

12-06-2020

15:45:00

Elkton

Alberta

EF0

115

13-06-2020

16:30:00

Radium Hot Springs

British Columbia

EF1

145

13-06-2020

22:45:00

Sheerness

Alberta

EF0

115

14-06-2020

16:30:00

Brancepeth

Saskatchewan

EF1

155

17-06-2020

03:30:00

Pilot Mound

Manitoba

EF0

125

17-06-2020

04:15:00

Treherne

Manitoba

EF1

145

17-06-2020

14:15:00

Kasabonika

Ontario

EF1

145

18-06-2020

17:30:00

Sept-Iles

Quebec

EF0

130
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Date (Local)

Time (Local)

Event Name

Province

Rating

Max Wind Speed (km/h)

21-06-2020

15:30:00

Kirkton

Ontario

EF0

115

21-06-2020

16:15:00

Cookstown

Ontario

EF0

115

22-06-2020

15:30:00

McDonalds Corners

Ontario

EF0

115

22-06-2020

15:45:00

Fergusons Falls

Ontario

EF0

115

27-06-2020

00:50:00

Wheatley

Ontario

EF0

115

27-06-2020

17:00:00

Delta

Ontario

EF0

95

27-06-2020

19:15:00

Kingsville

Ontario

EF0

115

02-07-2020

16:15:00

Haley Station

Ontario

EF0

95

02-07-2020

14:30:00

Torch River

Saskatchewan

EF1

145

02-07-2020

14:45:00

Crooked River

Saskatchewan

EF1

150

02-07-2020

14:45:00

Zenon Park

Saskatchewan

EF1

150

02-07-2020

15:00:00

Carrot River

Saskatchewan

EF1

135

02-07-2020

16:00:00

Nipawin

Saskatchewan

EF0

115

03-07-2020

16:50:00

Weagamow Lake

Ontario

EF1

145

07-07-2020

18:30:00

Hazenmore

Saskatchewan

EF0

115

08-07-2020

14:30:00

Toronto

Ontario

EF0

90

10-07-2020

16:30:00

Greenway

Ontario

EF0

115

10-07-2020

17:00:00

Hawkesbury

Ontario

EF1

150

13-07-2020

15:30:00

Altona

Manitoba

EF1

150

13-07-2020

16:45:00

Tolstoi

Manitoba

EF1

155

13-07-2020

17:00:00

Madge Lake

Saskatchewan

EF0

130

16-07-2020

17:30:00

Millet

Alberta

EF1

145

18-07-2020

21:00:00

Kasakokwog Lake

Ontario

EF0

130

19-07-2020

10:45:00

Bayfield

Ontario

EF0

115
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Date (Local)

Time (Local)

Event Name

Province

Rating

Max Wind Speed (km/h)

19-07-2020

11:00:00

Mount Carmel

Ontario

EF0

125

19-07-2020

11:00:00

North Bay

Ontario

EF0

95

19-07-2020

11:00:00

Watford

Ontario

EF0

90

19-07-2020

11:05:00

Exeter

Ontario

EF0

115

19-07-2020

11:15:00

Avonbank

Ontario

EF0

115

19-07-2020

11:15:00

Brussels

Ontario

EF0

130

19-07-2020

11:15:00

Kirkton

Ontario

EF0

100

19-07-2020

11:15:00

Molesworth

Ontario

EF0

120

19-07-2020

11:30:00

London

Ontario

EF0

95

19-07-2020

12:15:00

Cambridge

Ontario

EF0

90

19-07-2020

12:15:00

Norwich

Ontario

EF0

95

19-07-2020

13:10:00

Lac Esher

Quebec

EF0

130

19-07-2020

14:30:00

Stoney Point

Ontario

EF0

115

19-07-2020

16:55:00

Lac Turgeon

Quebec

EF1

135

23-07-2020

17:45:00

Lamont

Alberta

EF1

155

23-07-2020

20:00:00

Ceylon

Saskatchewan

EF0

90

25-07-2020

19:15:00

Lac Duchat

Quebec

EF1

135

25-07-2020

19:30:00

Lac Matissard

Quebec

EF1

135

25-07-2020

22:00:00

Joutel

Quebec

EF1

135

30-07-2020

22:00:00

Kamsack

Saskatchewan

EF0

125

03-08-2020

18:00:00

Forestburg

Alberta

EF0

115

03-08-2020

18:30:00

Killam/Sedgewick

Alberta

EF1

155

04-08-2020

19:30:00

Burlington

Ontario

EF0

115

13-08-2020

18:45:00

Shilo

Manitoba

EF0

115
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Date (Local)

Time (Local)

Event Name

Province

Rating

Max Wind Speed (km/h)

21-08-2020

17:15:00

Willard Lake

Ontario

EF0

130

24-08-2020

16:00:00

Warwick

Ontario

EF0

115

24-08-2020

16:45:00

Timmins

Ontario

EF0

130

25-08-2020

00:30:00

Embro

Ontario

EF0

90

27-08-2020

14:45:00

Banner

Ontario

EF0

115

27-08-2020

14:50:00

Burford

Ontario

EF0

115

27-08-2020

15:00:00

London

Ontario

EF0

115

02-09-2020

19:20:00

Cornwall

Ontario

EF0

125

03-09-2020

18:30:00

Severn Bridge

Ontario

EF0

115

10-10-2020

17:45:00

Saint-Valere

Quebec

EF0 (def)

-

13-10-2020

18:30:00

Jones Landing

Ontario

EF0

115

15-11-2020

14:30:00

Port Burwell

Ontario

EF0

115

15-11-2020

14:45:00

Ingersoll

Ontario

EF1

135

15-11-2020

15:00:00

New Dundee

Ontario

EF0

115

15-11-2020

15:35:00

Dunnville

Ontario

EF0

130
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UNCLASSIFIED WIND DAMAGE
Date (Local)

Time (Local)

Event Name

Province

Rating

Max Wind Speed (km/h)

26-04-2020

18:45:00

Sandy Bay

Manitoba

EF0

110

26-05-2020

15:00:00

Minisinakawa Lake

Ontario

EF0

90

10-06-2020

17:30:00

Kingsbridge

Ontario

EF0

95

10-06-2020

20:00:00

West Buck Lake

Ontario

EF1

145

13-06-2020

22:30:00

Pollockville

Alberta

EF1

155

17-06-2020

01:00:00

Oak Lake

Manitoba

EF0

115

10-07-2020

20:00:00

Hamilton

Ontario

EF0

115

13-07-2020

14:45:00

Rosenfeld

Manitoba

EF0 (def)

-

13-07-2020

15:00:00

Ginew

Manitoba

EF0 (def)

-

19-07-2020

10:00:00

Wiarton

Ontario

EF0

90

19-07-2020

10:05:00

Chatsworth

Ontario

EF0

115

19-07-2020

10:50:00

Kettle Point

Ontario

EF0 (def)

-

19-07-2020

11:00:00

Crediton

Ontario

EF0 (def)

-

19-07-2020

11:05:00

Ailsa Craig

Ontario

EF0

90

19-07-2020

12:00:00

Woodstock

Ontario

EF0

125

29-07-2020

16:00:00

Dealtown

Ontario

EF0

95

27-08-2020

17:30:00

Wadena

Saskatchewan

EF1

145

10-10-2020

16:30:00

Saint-Gabriel

Quebec

EF0

125

13-10-2020

18:30:00

Batchawana Bay

Ontario

EF0

115

23-10-2020

18:20:00

Baysville

Ontario

EF0

115

15-11-2020

2:15:00 PM

Waterford

Ontario

EF0

130
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NON-TORNADIC VORTICES
Date (Local)

Time (Local)

Event Name

Province

Event Sub-Type

23-04-2020

17:45:00

Big Hill Springs

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

07-05-2020

12:30:00

Drummondville

Quebec

Dust devil

08-05-2020

12:45:00

Grande-Mere

Quebec

Dust devil

08-05-2020

13:00:00

Saint Adolphe

Manitoba

Dust devil

08-05-2020

13:30:00

Warren

Manitoba

Dust devil

08-05-2020

14:00:00

Winkler

Manitoba

Dust devil

10-05-2020

13:30:00

Warren

Manitoba

Dust devil

11-05-2020

13:00:00

Blumenort

Saskatchewan

Dust devil

12-05-2020

13:30:00

Ottawa

Ontario

Dust devil

12-05-2020

20:45:00

Vancouver

British Columbia

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

13-05-2020

13:00:00

Sainte-Anne-de-la-Perade

Quebec

Dust devil

13-05-2020

12:30:00

Alix

Alberta

Dust devil

13-05-2020

14:00:00

Redwater

Alberta

Dust devil

14-05-2020

16:30:00

Regina

Saskatchewan

Dust devil

16-05-2020

13:00:00

Burdett

Alberta

Dust devil

26-05-2020

17:00:00

Shanty Bay

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

26-05-2020

19:30:00

Pilot Butte

Saskatchewan

Gustnado

01-06-2020

15:00:00

Harris

Saskatchewan

Dust devil

05-06-2020

17:45:00

St. Agatha

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

06-06-2020

16:45:00

Sainte-Perpetue

Quebec

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

06-06-2020

19:15:00

Saint-Polycarpe

Quebec

-

07-06-2020

20:40:00

Tolstoi

Manitoba

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft
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Date (Local)

Time (Local)

Event Name

Province

Event Sub-Type

08-06-2020

12:45:00

Okotoks

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

10-06-2020

18:00:00

Zurich

Ontario

Gustnado

10-06-2020

19:15:00

Port McNicoll

Ontario

Gustnado

13-06-2020

19:00:00

Calgary

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

13-06-2020

19:35:00

McNab

Alberta

Gustnado

14-06-2020

14:00:00

Strathmore

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

14-06-2020

17:00:00

Lacombe

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

14-06-2020

19:00:00

Killam

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

14-06-2020

21:15:00

Gibbons

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

17-06-2020

15:10:00

Dawson Creek

British Columbia

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

17-06-2020

16:45:00

Seven Persons

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

19-06-2020

18:20:00

Thamesford

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

28-06-2020

15:00:00

Trochu

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

28-06-2020

15:15:00

Grande Prairie

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

28-06-2020

15:40:00

Tilley

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

28-06-2020

17:25:00

Herbert

Saskatchewan

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

29-06-2020

14:00:00

Viking

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft (2)

01-07-2020

13:35:00

Kathryn

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft (2)

02-07-2020

12:30:00

Fort St. John

British Columbia

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

04-07-2020

17:15:00

Sunnybrae

British Columbia

-

07-07-2020

15:30:00

Springbank

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

07-07-2020

16:40:00

Carstairs

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft (3)

07-07-2020

18:20:00

Standard

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

09-07-2020

18:15:00

Dogpound

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft
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Date (Local)

Time (Local)

Event Name

Province

Event Sub-Type

10-07-2020

19:30:00

Qu'Appelle

Saskatchewan

Gustnado

10-07-2020

14:40:00

Eston

Saskatchewan

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft (2)

10-07-2020

17:45:00

Bengough

Saskatchewan

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

11-07-2020

10:30:00

Niagara Falls

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

11-07-2020

14:15:00

Centretown

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

11-07-2020

15:00:00

Almonte

Ontario

-

12-07-2020

20:30:00

Heward

Saskatchewan

-

13-07-2020

14:00:00

Baldur

Manitoba

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

13-07-2020

15:00:00

Saint Joseph

Manitoba

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

13-07-2020

15:45:00

Dauphin

Manitoba

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

13-07-2020

21:00:00

Drummondville

Quebec

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

18-07-2020

17:00:00

Davis

Saskatchewan

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

20-07-2020

12:00:00

Macdowell

Saskatchewan

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

20-07-2020

14:30:00

Fishing Lake

Saskatchewan

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

20-07-2020

15:00:00

Saskatoon

Saskatchewan

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

20-07-2020

17:30:00

Melita

Manitoba

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

22-07-2020

21:10:00

Crossfield

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

23-07-2020

14:35:00

Calgary

Alberta

Gustnado

23-07-2020

14:35:00

Calgary

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

23-07-2020

19:10:00

Hussar

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

25-07-2020

19:10:00

Mannville

Alberta

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

29-07-2020

15:40:00

Tilbury

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

30-07-2020

19:00:00

Kelliher

Saskatchewan

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

01-08-2020

12:55:00

Little Current

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft
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Date (Local)

Time (Local)

Event Name

Province

Event Sub-Type

03-08-2020

13:00:00

Dublin

Ontario

-

03-08-2020

17:00:00

Dorothy

Alberta

Gustnado

03-08-2020

17:15:00

Little Fish Lake

Alberta

Gustnado

04-08-2020

13:45:00

Oakville

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

04-08-2020

14:00:00

Jarvis

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

04-08-2020

16:45:00

Kleinburg

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

04-08-2020

14:45:00

Yellowgrass

Saskatchewan

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

04-08-2020

19:15:00

Hamilton

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

11-08-2020

14:15:00

Tilbury

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

14-08-2020

12:30:00

Carnduff

Saskatchewan

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

16-08-2020

15:40:00

Harrow

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

17-08-2020

18:40:00

Aylmer

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

18-08-2020

12:45:00

Saint-Esprit

Quebec

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

19-08-2020

15:00:00

Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu

Quebec

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

19-08-2020

18:25:00

Binscarth

Manitoba

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

21-08-2020

16:55:00

Elphinstone

Manitoba

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

21-08-2020

17:45:00

Sandy Lake

Manitoba

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

23-08-2020

18:50:00

Maxville

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

27-08-2020

15:05:00

St Thomas

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

27-08-2020

15:15:00

Nixon

Ontario

-

31-08-2020

09:00:00

Adams Lake

British Columbia

-

01-09-2020

20:00:00

Lanes

Ontario

Vortex-funnel cloud aloft

13-10-2020

19:00:00

Garden River

Ontario

Gustnado
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